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I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the relationship 
9q) + t = 1, 2, * 9 ri- (1.1.1) 
Basically we have that is a sequence of observed random 
variables, is a sequence of unobservable random variables, 
{x^} is a sequence of fixed numbers, 0^ is an unknown parameter 
value, and g(-) is a function that is known except for the value 0^. 
More specifically we say that the elements of the sequence 
[x^, t = 1, 2, ...] are elements of the space X, which we will taJce 
to be contained in k-dimensional Euclidean space, R^. We specify 
that 0^ is ajn element of the compact set 0, which is contained in 
P 
R . The function g(-) is a mapping from Xx0 into the one-dimensional 
real space. For our results g(') will need to satisfy additional 
regularity assumptions-
To consider the sequence [Z^, t = 1, 2, ...} specifically we 
maJce reference to the underlying probability space, say (0,0,0). 
When we refer to realizations of {Z^] we will be making reference 
to a {Z^((ju), t = 1, 2, ...}, where u) is an elementary element of U , 
and the {z^('), t = 1, 2, ... j is an û-measurable mapping from Ci 
into R™. G is a sigma field of events in Q and 0 is the probability 
measure for u). In the sequel we will write [Z^j on [Z^(w), t = 1, 
2, ...}, omitting reference to the index set {t = 1, 2, ..„] and to 
the probability space ( 0, G,^). A statement such as "proposition 
2 
A holds for all in the set Swill mean that proposition A 
holds for the set [uuefi : Z^(uu)eS^}, where is such that this set 
of uu ' s is an element of G. 
Within this framework the observable sequence of real random 
variables is completely specified. The index set for [ y^} and 
{x^} will be {t = 1, 2, ...} unless otherwise specified. 
We have specified a relationship (or model) in equation (1.1.1) 
between {y^}, 8^, g(*)> and and have given some further 
details of these terms. The common statistical models are less 
general. The function g(*) is commonly specified to be linear in 
k 
the parameters, e.g., g(x ;p) = p + E p .x .. For this situation 
o 3 tj 
0 is usually the entire (k+1)-dimensional Euclidean space and, hence, 
not compact. A more general g(x^;p) is of the form ^ p^.fj(x^), 
where f.(x,) is a function only of x^, , .... x^, and not of R• It 
J t' tl tk ^ 
is also commonly specified that [Z^] is a sequence of independent 
arid identically diaiiiuu Led random variables with zero means and 
finite variances It is often also assumed that these random 
variables have a normal distribution. 
Our main interest will be in models wherein the function g(*) 
of equation (1.1.1) is not linear in 0; but our results will also 
hold for the linear model. We will not assume the [Z^]sequence to 
consist of independently distributed random variables, but we will 
need some restrictions upon the random process [Z^ ]. The [Z^] will 
be taken to be a time series meeting certain restrictions. We will 
derive estimators for using ordinary least squares techniques. 
3 
We will also examine several two-stage estimation techniques that 
approximate the generalized least squares procedure. 
4 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Review of Nonlinear Regression 
We first discuss the nonlinear regression model 
= g(Xt' Gg) + t = 1, 2, ... . (2.1.1) 
It will be assumed that the errors {e^ ] are independent and identi­
cally distributed random variables, that is a fixed sequence of 
of k-dimensional real numbers, that is an unknown element of 
some set 0, and that g(-) is a function known except for the param­
eter 9^ and meeting certain regularity conditions. The least 
squares estimate of 0^ is that value of 0 in 0 that minimizes the 
quantity 
1 ^ 2 
0_(8) = - Z [Vf - 9(%f;8)] . 
n " t=l ^ ^ 
A considerable quantity of the literature concerning the non­
linear regression model deals with computational methods. Chambers 
(1973) gives a classified bibliography listing much of the recent 
work on numerical techniques of optimization for nonlinear models. 
Malinvaud (1970a), Draper end Smith (1966), and Lawton and Sylvestre 
(1971) mention several of the best known methods of iteratively 
minimizing 0^(0). Although our main concern is not with computa­
tional methods we mention several of the popular techniques that 
are available. All of these procedures are iterative since the 
5 
nonlinear problem does not lead to straightforward closed forms. 
One of the basic techniques is the Gauss-Newton or lineari­
zation method. It is based on a first order Taylor's series ex­
pansion of 9(x^;0) about some point in©. The Gauss-Newton method 
is an iterative technique and yields at the s^^ iteration an estimate 
of 0^, say 9^^^. For 0 close to 0^^^ we can write the approximation 
g(x^;9) ~ g(x^;0^^^) + Y. 9^^^ (^^;6 > 
where 
8 = (8i, 8p)', g(x^;8)|_ , 
^ 18—8 
atnd 
a,(=> = e,-9,'=' 
The sum of squares can then be approximated as 
0^(8) - ^ Z [y^ - g(x^; 0^^)) 
(2.1.2) 
- Z 6,/=) gl") (X.; 8(=))]" , 
r=l ^ ^ 
and this can be minimized by equating to zero its p partial deriva­
tives. This minimization is then the same as the simple least 
squares solution to a linear regression problem for , 
6 
where the set [y^ - g(x^,9^^^), t =1, ..., n] corresponds 
to the n dependent variables and the set t = 1, ... , 
n; r = 1, ... , p] corresponds to the set of independent variables. 
The estimates for the (s+1)^^ iteration are 
= 8;/^) + ôJ^K r = 1, ... , p. (2.1.3) 
The Gauss-Newton method is often modified since th^re are some non­
linear regression problems for which the 6^^^ sequence will not 
converge. Modifications can also increase the rate of convergence 
for cases that do converge. 
Hartley (1961) suggested that equation (2.1.3) be replaced by 
(s+l) = 0 + X.6 (s) ®r = 8% + f = 1' ••• ' P' 
where X is such that 0 < X < 1. Then X is chosen in this interval 
to minimize the right-hand side of equation (2.1.2). Kaxtley shows 
that under certain regularity conditions his modification guarantees 
convergence. 
The Newton-Raphson method is an alternative technique that is 
feasible only when the second-order partial derivatives of g(°) are 
easily computed. Instead of equating to zero the p partial deriva­
tives of the right-hand side of equation (2.1.2), the ... , 
are computed by setting equal to zero a first-order Taylor 
series approximation to the p partial derivatives of Q^(8). These 
equations are then 
7 
Q, 
n 
(s) . g^(r,h)(g(s)j ^ 
x = l, .« « , Pj 
where 
On'" 16) = âl; On(G) 
and 
o 
=5ê5ê;"n<®'-
Another well-known technique is the method of steepest descent, 
which is a gradient method that moves progressively in the direction 
suitable manner. The steepest descent method theoretically will 
converge, but in practice this convergence has sometimes been very 
slow for 0 near the final estimate. 
Another method of solving the computational problem of minimiz­
ing Q^(0) represents a compromise between the gradient and lineari­
zation techniques. Marquardt (1963) helped develop such a 
methodology. This compromise seems to increase the number of 
practical problems that can be solved, but some of the simplicity 
that decreases 0^(8) most rapidly. The formula for the s^^ iteration 
xs 
), r- 1 ,  ... j Pj  
where the {a^} are positive and are determined a priori in some 
8 
of steepest descent is lost. Marquardt considers his method a 
maximum neighborhood method which performs an optimum interpolation 
between the correction vectors found by th<; basic Gauss-Newton and 
steepest descent methods. 
The most efficient and convenient method for finding the least 
squares estimator in nonlinear regression depends upon the particular 
model being fitted to the data. Sometimes none of the previously 
discussed methods will work satisfactorily and a special technique 
is needed. Of considerable interest in recent years have been 
models that contain both linear and nonlinear parameters. Lawton 
and Sylvestre (1971) and Papaioannou and Kempthorne (1970) have 
made suggestions which seem to reduce the computational problems 
associated with the least squares fitting of these models. Barbara 
andDrane (1972) have investigated a reclassification method that 
combines their linear-nonlinear technique with the methods of either 
Haxtley (1961) us. McirquaxuL (1963). Karville (1973) extends the 
results to broader classes of problems and proposes that further 
reductions in necessary computations can be obtained for certain 
partially linear models. 
As pointed out by Malinvaud (1970b, pp. 956-7), the statistical 
theory of nonlinear regression has not been developed to any great 
extent. One cannot expect to develop a reasonable small sample 
theory when the function g(*) of equation (2.1=1) is nonlinear 
and the distribution of the sequence [e^] is not fully specified. 
The asymptotic theory of this model has been considered by such 
9 
authors as Hartley and Booker (1965), Jennrich (1969), Malinvaud 
(1970a, 1970b), and Gallant (1971). 
The asymptotic theory requires definitions of several concepts 
in probability theory. We let X and the sequence [X^, X^, •••} be 
random variables on the probability space (Q, G ,•& ). Then if for 
every e > 0 
Prob [ | x ^ - x |  > G  ] ->' 0 asn-*œ 
we say that X^ converges in probability to X as n tends to infinity 
p 
and write X^ X. We say that X^ converges almost surely to the 
random variable X as n -Vœ and write X X a.s. as n -• <» if 
n 
Prob [X -^'X] = 1. 
This means that for each (ju in Q-B and for all e > 0 there exists an 
N ^ such that |x (uu) - X(uu ) l< e for all n > N , where the set B (ju,c ' n' '  ^' I UJ ,e 
is such that Prob [B] =0. An alternative definition for almost 
sure convergence is that for any £ > 0 and Ô > 0 there must exist 
an N ; such that 
s,ô 
Prob [ sup { I X (uu ) - X(cu ) I ] > e ] < 6 . 
A third mode of convergence is convergence in law. Let F^(') and 
F(-) be the cumulative distribution functions respectively of X^ and 
X 
X. Then we say that X^ converges in law to X and write X^ ->X as 
n 00 if 
10 
F (v) F(v) as n -• œ at all v in ContF, 
n 
where 
ContF = {ve(-m,oo): F(-) is continuous at v}. 
This is also a definition of convergence in distribution. 
If for the unknown parameter 0^ there exists a sequence of 
I ~ P ~ 
estimators such that 0^ -» 0^ as n -• œ , then we say that 0^ is a 
weakly consistent estimator for 0^. If [0^^] is such that 0^-4»0^ 
a.s. as n we say that {9^} is strongly consistent for 6^. 
Suppose that X is a normally distributed random variable with mean 
2 ~ X 
zero and variance y • If \/n(0^ - 0^) X as n -*•=0 we will say that 
sfn (0^ - 0^) is asymptotically normally distributed and will write 
\/ii (0^ - 0^) -• N(0, Y^)* If X is a p-dimensional random vector 
with variance-covariance matrix g we then write ^^(0, %;). 
Another useful concept in discussing asymptotic properties of 
random variables is that of order of magnitude of a sequence. We 
let {a^}be a sequence of positive real numbers. Then if [b^] is a 
sequence of real numbers we say that b^ is o(a^) if 
liB = 0 
n-»œ \ I 
aoid that b is 0(a ) if there exists a finite real number M and 
n ^ n' 
axi integer N such that 
jb I 
—— < M for all n > N. 
a — 
n 
11 
For fx } a sequence of random variables we write that X is o (a ) 
n ^ n n' 
if 
\ P 
— 0 as n 
^n 
and that X^ is for every e > 0 there exists a finite real 
number and an integer such that 
Prob [ 
X 
n 
> M^] < G for all n > N^. 
" " 0  b  
Malinvaud (1970b) has considered the weak convergence of the 
least squares estimators for 0^ in the model given by equation 
(2.1.1). His Theorem 2 shows that 0^, the least squares estimator, 
is weakly consistent for 0^ under Assumptions 1 and 4, which he 
gives as: 
Assumption 1—the errors {e^} are independent and identically 
2 distributed with zero means and finite variances a > 0; 
Assumption 4—there exists a Ô > 0, a compact set K of 0 containing 
8 , and a number N such that (i) for all 9 not in K and for all n > N 
0^(8,Go) > 4 o + a, 
where 
Qj^(a,0) = Z [g(>^^;a) - g(x^;e)]^ , 
t=i 
12 
and (ii) as n ••oo Q^(aj0) converges uniformly to a continuous 
function Q(a,8) for all a and 0 in K, where 0(0,0^) as a function 
in 0 is zero only at 0 = 0^. 
Malinvaud's Theorem 2 suffers somewhat since g(-), 
and which are known, do not enter Assumption 4 directly. To 
remedy this Malinvaud defines a measure associated with each 
finite sequence [x^, ... , x^] and uses the concept of weak con­
vergence of measures. For any Borel set V in define to be 
l/n times the number of the vectors x^ in {x^, ... , x^} that are 
in the set V. Then is said to converge weajcly to the measure ^  
if Jf d)a^ Jfdp, as n for any bounded continuous real function 
f(x). Malinvaud's Theorem 3 states that 0^ is weakly consistent 
for 0^ under Assumptions 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8, where his new assump­
tions are: 
Assumption 5—the vectors fx.} are contained in a compact set X of 
X 
R^, and the measure |i^ converges weakly to a measure ja; 
Assumption 6—the function g(-) is continuous on Xx0; 
Assumption 7--the sequence [x^] separates 0 in that, for any 
a P , li { x: g(x;a) / g(x;p)} > 0; 
Assumption 8—there exists an N such that for any n > N and for any 
c > 0 the set 
1 " ? 
{ 0: - E g (x ;0) < c] 
" t=l ^ 
is bounded, and this bound is uniform in n. 
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Malinvaud (1970b) considers a special case, a constrained 
linear model, where the function g(') has "he form 
m 
g(x.;e) = Z a.(9) " X , t = 1, ... , n. 
^ 3=1 ^ j 
Since Q must be in 0 then a(-) (an m-dimensional vector) must be 
in some set, say A, which might be thought of as a(0)j which is 
considered to be a proper subset of R™. Malinvaud's Theorem 3 gives 
weak consistency for the least squares estimator of a if Assump­
tions 1 and 2 hold, while 0^ (which is the inverse mapping of into 
0) is a weakly consistent estimator for if Assumption 3 is also 
assumed, where Assumption 1 is as previously defined and the new 
as sumpt ions are : 
Assumption 2—the matrix of second-order moments 
"x = ÏÏ Z Xt "t' 
X— 1 
tends to a nonsingular m x m matrix M as n ; 
Assumption 3—the inverse mapping a ^(O from A to 0 is one-to-one. 
Jennrich (196y) explores the asymptotic normality and strong 
consistency of least squares estimators under the model of equation 
(2.1.1). Several assumptions in addition to those of Malinvaud 
(1970b) are used to derive the results. The assumptions that Jenn­
rich uses to prove his main theorems are: 
14 
Assumption (a): 0 is compact, g(x;0) is continuous in 9 on 0, and 
{e^} is a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
2 
random variables with zero means and finite variances o >0; 
Assumption (b): for all 0 in © 
lim [ - Z g^Xx ;8)] 
n -^00 " t=l 
exists, aind 
1 " 9 Q(e) = lim [ - 2 [g(x ;0) - g(x ;0 )] } 
n -> 00 " t=l ^ ° 
has a unique minimum at 0 = 0^; 
Assumption (c)—the partial derivatives g^^^(x;0) = r~ g(x;0) and 
r 
g{^>s)(x.Q) _ g(®)(x;0) exist smd are continuous for all 0 in 
0 and for all r, s, = 1, ... , p, and the limits of all cross-
products of the g(.), g^'^^(*)> exist (e.g., 
lim g'"'(x ;0) g^^~'®'(x ;6) } 
exists for all r, s=l, ... , p and for all 0 in©); 
Assumption (d)—0^ is an interior point of 0 and the p x p matrix 
A(0^) with (r,s)^^ element 
lim Z g^^^(x ;0 ) g^^^(x ; 0 )} = 
n ^ 00 " t=l ^ ° ° 
15 
is non-singular. 
Lemma 2 of Jennrich (1969) shows that under the model of equa­
tion (2.1.1) Assumption (a) is sufficient to guarantee the existence 
of a measurable function that maps [y^, ... , } into 0 and mini­
mizes Q^(G) for all 0 in 0. This function is the least squares 
A A A 
estimator, 0^. Jennrich proves that 0^ Eind O^(G^) are strongly 
2 
consistent estimators for 0^ and a respectively if Assumptions 
(a) and (b) hold. If, in addition, Assumptions (c) and (d) hold, 
he shows in Theorem 7 that \fn (0^ - 0^) converges in distribution 
to a p-dimensional multivariate normal distribution with a zero 
meain vector and variance-covariance matrix a [A(0)} . Jennrich 
also shows in his Theorem 3 that under the above conditions there 
exists a neighborhood T] about 0^ aind an integer n* such that the 
Gauss-Newton iteration will converge to 0^ from any starting value 
in T) for all n > n*. 
Theorem 8 is an interesting result since, as Jennrich (1969, 
p. 642) points out, there are examples with well behaved nonlinear 
functions that will not converge using the Gauss-Newton iteration 
no matter how good the starting value is. Therefore, both a good 
starting value and a sufficiently large n seem to be necessary to 
successfully apply the Gauss-Newton technique. Jennrich also 
gives a simple technique for producing an estimator that is 
theoretically strongly consistent for 0^. Under Assumptions (a), 
(b), (C), and (d) a random search of n values of 0 in 0 for that 
vector that minimizes 0^(0) will produce such an estimator. Such 
16 
a method could be useful for finding a starting value for iterative 
techniques. 
The asymptotic normality of was also considered by 
Gallant (1971). His proof does not require the compactness of 0 
nor the existence of the second-order partial derivatives of g(-), 
so that his assumptions differ somewhat from those used in Theorem 
6 of Jennrich (1969). Gallant lists 13 assumptions for his Theorem 
4. His Assumptions 6, 7, 9, amd 11 are similar to Assumptions (b) 
emd (d) of Jennrich except that Assumption 9 assumes the existence 
of a bounded sphere 0^ that is open in R^, contains 0^, emd is 
such that its closure 0^ is a subset of 0. Gallant's Assumptions 
1, 2, 4, and 5 correspond to Assumption (a) of Jennrich with the 
difference being that Gallant only assumes 0 is a closed subset of 
smd not necessarily bounded. He stipulates that X is a compact 
subset of R^ and that g(x,0) is continuous in both x and 0 on 
Xx0. Also needed for Theorem 4 of Gallant are: 
Assumption 3—for each realization [y^, ... , y^} there is a 0^* 
such that Qj^(6^*) = inf Q^^0); 
8s 0 
Assumption 8—given M > 0 there exists an N and K such that for 
all n > N and for all 0 in 0 if 
n 
n tSi 5^ < M 
then 
17 
Il 9 II < K, where 
Il 8 II = [@1^ + ... + 
Assumption 10—g^^^(x;9) exists and is continuous on Xx0; 
Assumption 12—g(x;9) = g(x;9 ) + E (9--0°) ç/^)(x;8 ) + 
o j_i 3 3 
0(x;9) Il 9-8^11 where 0(x;0) is uniformly bounded on Xx0; 
Assumption 13—g(-) and [e^] are such that if a sequence of random 
variables f 9 } each with range in 0 satisfies 9 V 9 and 
n-^ o no
Prob [Q (9 ) = inf Q (9)] 1 
8G8 
a s  n  — t h e n  
t=l 
as n -• CO for r = 1, ... , p. 
The last assumption seems somewhat obscure and may be difficult 
to verify in practice. However, Gallant's Theorem 5 does show the 
relationship between his assumptions and those of Jennrich (1969). 
Gallant (1971) also considers the problem of hypothesis testing 
under the model of equation (2.1.1) when the sequence [e^] is 
normally distributed. The existence of uniformly most powerful 
tests is discussed for the situation where for some a in 0 the 
o 
null hypothesis is 9^ = and the alternative hypothesis is 9^^^. 
18 
He discusses tests based on the Likelihood Ratio criterion, on the 
asymptotic normality of the least squares estimators, and on an 
idea of "exactness" considered by Hartley (1964). 
Hartley (1964) constructed exact confidence regions under the 
assumption that the e^ are normally distributed. Given this assump­
tion the n-dimensional vector v, . - g, \(8 ) with r^^ element (n) (n)\ o' 
y - g(x ;0 ) has a multivariate normal distribution with variance-
r r o 
2 
covariance matrix a I. Hartley uses Cochran's Theorem which states 
that the sum of squares 
n 
t=i [y, -
can be decomposed into two independent quadratic forms each 
distributed as a multiple of a chi-squared random variable. Ap­
proximate confidence intervals have been discussed in Beale (1960), 
Guxtman and. Meexer (1965), and Draper and Smith (1966, pp. 273, 
274, and 299). These authors also consider a measure of non-
linearity designed to analyze measures of the accuracy with which 
the function g(*) can be approximated linearly. 
19 
B. Some Basic Concepts in 
Statistical Time Series Analysis 
Statistical time series analysis deals with sequences of 
ordered observations. The ordering is most often chronological 
although it may be in a domain such as geographical. In many 
areas of statistical analysis the observations are statistically 
independent, in which case the positioning in the sequences is 
not important. In almost every branch of science there are im­
portant examples in which the observations are not independent. 
Weather indices, both seasonal and daily, and the growth of 
living objects are common phenomena that have been known for 
centuries to display correlated behavior of the "time series type." 
Other examples of time series include the record of sales of a 
commodity over a period of time, the level of a large body of 
water, economic indicators such as the Gross National Product or 
Consumers Price Index, and the annual wheat production in the 
state of Kansas. Time series analysis is also applicable in 
communications theory, inventory control, and chemical reactors. 
To formally define a time series we again consider the 
set T, the set of time points at which measurements are made. The 
set T will commonly be a set of discrete equidistant time points, 
either finite or infinite, such as [t: t = 1, 2, ... , N}or 
{ t: t = 1, 2, or {t: t = ... , -1, 0, 1, or it may 
be an interval of the real line such as {t; 0 < t < or[t; 0 < t < 
20 
The sequence [z^(ou), teT} defined for all W in 0 is a stochastic 
process if Z^(w) is a random variable on (Q, G,^ ) for each 
fixed t in T. We take [Z^(u)), tel] to be a time series if it is 
a stochastic process with finite second moments. {Z^(a)^), teT} is 
called a realization of the time series for any fixed uu^ in 0, 
so that a realization of the time series is actually an observation 
on the process. As mentioned earlier, we write [Z^] to represent 
the sequence ) , teT], where we suppress the argument UJ and take 
T to be {t; t=l, 2, ...] unless otherwise specified. 
We will work with broad classes of time series variables but 
some restrictions will be needed. We define the process [Z^} to 
be a weakly stationary time series if its first and second moments 
exist and are finite and 
(i) E (Z^) = jj for all t in T, and 
(ii) Gov (Z^, Z^i) = (t - t') for all t and t' in T. 
Weakly stationary time series are also called second^order 
stationary, covariance stationary, stationary in the wide 
sense, or simply stationary. The function ^ ^{°) is commonly 
referred to as the autocovariance of while = 
p2(h) is the serial correlation or autocorrelation function of 
[Z^]. We note that the autocovariance function is symmetric 
about zero and that we will usually take p, to be zero without 
any loss of generality. 
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We also consider another class of time series. The sequence 
{z^} is said to be a strictly stationary time series if the 
distribution functions of {Z , Z , ... , Z ] and [Z , Z , 
ti l"^  2^*^  
... , } are identical for all [t^, t^n ••• , t^] and for all 
n 
n and a such that all elements of the sets {t^, t^, ... , t^] and 
{t^+a, t^+a, ... , t^+a] are in the index set T. We note that if 
2 [ Z^ } is strictly stationary and such that E[Z^ } < œ ^ then [Z^] 
is also a weakly stationary process. 
In studying the second-order characteristics of a weakly 
stationary time series it is helpful Lu consider the spectral 
representation of the autocovariance function. Grenander and 
Rosenblatt (1957) and numerous others have pointed out how some 
of the basic concepts of Fourier analysis can be helpful in this 
area. If T is the set of all integers (or all positive integers) 
we can write the autocovariance function of a real process {z^] as 
Y^(h) = J e"^^ dF(v), h = ... , -1, 0^ 1.. o = , = (2.2.1) 
-TT 
F(v) is called the spectral distribution function of [ Z^} and is 
a real monotonically nondGcreasing function cf v. If the index 
set T is the real line and {Z^j is weakly stationary and such that 
is continuous at a = 0, then the spectral representation of 
the autocovariance function, for any real number a, is 
YvCa) = J dF(v) 
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If T is an infinite set of consecutive integers and { } is 
an absolutely summable series, i.e., 
Z I Y2(h)|< " , 
h=-œ 
then from Proposition (3.1.1) of Fuller (1971a) we can write for 
h~' ... , ~lj 0, 1, ... 
Yz(h) = J f(v)dv, 
-TT 
where f(v) is a nonnegative, continuous, even function of v over 
the interval [-Tr,Tr]. f(') is called the spectral density function 
of and can be represented for v in [-tt,Tt] as 
f(v) = I; F(")| 
or 
f(v) = 2 Y (h)ethv. (2.2.2) 
h=-œ 
The representation in equation (2.2.2) expresses the spectral 
density function as the Fourier transform of the autocovariance 
sequence 
Two of the mobt commonly studied classes of time series are 
autoregressive processes and moving average processes. These two 
types of series are easily represented and many of their character­
istics are well-known and easily derived. A finite moving average 
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time series can be represented as 
K 
Z - Y. t - 1, 2, , 
^ j = _K : t-j 
where K is a finite positive integer, the a^ are real numbers, 
and the are uncorrelated random variables such that E(e.) = 0 t ^ t' 
and E(e^ ) = o < ™ for all t. We can further define {Z^]to be 
an infinite moving average process if it can be represented as 
Z - ^ a.e t = 1, 2, ... , 
j=_m J 
and if 
,2 lim E [Z - E a.e .] = 0, t = 1, 2, ... , (2.2.3) 
m,n^" ^ j=-m ^ 
where the a . are real numbers and the e are uncorrelated random 
J t 
variables with zero means and constant finite variances. The con­
dition of equation (2.2.3) is called convergence in mean square 
and, as noted by Anderson (1971, p. 377), this convergence can be 
guaranteed by the condition that 
œ 2 
E a. < CO . 
J = - CO 
If the infinite moving average process is such that 
? I a.I < c 
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and the e^  are independent, then we call the sequence [z^ ] 
a generalized linear process. The one-sided moving average proc­
ess is a slight variation to the above processes and may be repre­
sented for t = 1, 2, ... as either 
or 
The finite moving average process as defined above is such 
that for t = 1, 2, ... 
E[Z^ ] = 0 
ana 
2 K-|h| 
= o ajSj+lhl• I »! < 2K 
= 0, otherwise. 
The means and covariances do not depend upon t so that the finite 
moving average process is a weakly stationary time series. Its 
spectral density can be written for all v in [-TT,Tr] as 
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-Ik 3-K 
a 
2n 
K 
S a .e 
j=-K  ^
Ijv 
Similarly the infinite moving average time series is weakly station­
ary and has autocovariance function 
Y^ C^ ) ~ 0 Z a^ .a j , h = ... , -1, 0, 1, ... , 
and spectral density function 
f(v) = §: z Yz(h) 
h=-m  ^
2 
a 
Doob (1953, p. 499) points out that a weakly stationary process 
is a moving average process if and only if its spectral distribu­
tion function F(A.) is absolutely continuous for X in [-TTJTT]. 
The order autoregressive time series can be represented 
by the sequence [Z^ }such that 
K 
Z b.Z . = e , t = K+1, K+2, ... , 
j=0 J t-j t' 
where the e^  are uncorrelated random variables with Efe,} = 0 and 
t t 
ijv 
—TP ^ 17 ^  TT 
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2 2 
E{e^  } = a < "=° for all t, K is a positive integer, and aind 
are both nonzero with b^  usually taken to be unity. It is further 
assumed when working with the autoregressive process that the roots 
of the associated polynomial 
K  ^. 
E b .X "^  = 0 
j=0 ^ 
are less than one in absolute value. This restriction on the 
coefficients [b^ , b^ , ... , b^ } is needed to guarantee that 
is a weakly stationary process. 
The first order autoregressive process is probably the most 
commonly used representation of time series. Heavily used in 
econometrics is the first order process 
— pZ^ ^^  + e^ , t = 2j 3, ... , 
where [p|< 1. This series has autocovariance function 
Ygfh) = P  ^ h = Oj ±1; ±2. . 
The autocovariance function for the order autoregressive 
sGnes 13 defined by a systeiu of equations, the Yule—Walker ec^ ua— 
tions, that are given, for example, by Kendall and Stuart (1966, 
p. 417) and Anderson (1971, p. 174) as 
E b Y (j) = 0^  
j=0  ^
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and 
K 
2 t) Y-(h-j) = 0, 
j=0 J 
h = 1, 2, 
The spectral density for the autoregressive series can be expressed 
for V in [-TT,ïï] as 
K 
S b .e 
j=0  ^
i j v  -2 
Let us now consider estimation, given a sample of n consecutive 
observations, say {Z^ , ... , Z^ }, from a weakly stationary time 
series [Z^ ] with unknown au toco variance function Y^ (h). If = e{z^ } 
is also unknown the sample mean, say 
— 1 " 
is an unbiased estimator for [j. Since 
""(V = n |hf<n z^(h) 
we see that if Yy(h) -> 0 as h -s» » then 
lim Var (Z^ ) = 0; 
n -* 00 
also if 
h=- œ 
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asid is the spectral density of then 
lira [n • Var (Z^ )] = 2rrf^ (0). 
n-»® 
For known and h = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , ±(n-l) 
is an unbiased estimator for y^ (h). For the usual situation where 
jj. is unknown there are several commonly used estimators for 
but none that are unbiased. One of these is 
n-|h| 
V(h)=- Ï (Zt - V<^+|h|-2n)' h = 0, ±1 
±(n-l), 
which has larger bias than some of the other estimators (e.g., 
ny (ii)/(n-j nj ) but will often have smaller me em square error. Also 
[Y(h)] guarantees a positive definite estimated covariance function. 
Two other estimators for the autocovariance function are 
C(h) =  ^Y(h) 
and 
= zrfhT 4 
where 
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n- h 
and 
h^+ = t^+ |h| ' h - 0, ±1, ... , ±(n-i). 
A 
Anderson (1971) gives the bias of C(h) as an estimator for 
, n-|h| n 
— X 
il sSl 
1 " " 
+ -g Z S y (r-s), 
n r=l s=l 
while the bias of C(h) for h = 0, ±1, ... , ±(n-l) is 
.  _o  %-|h| 
-(n-|h|)- Z Z, Yz(r-s) . 
r=l s= h +1 
Asymptotically, if the autocovariance function of the {z^ j process 
is such that 
Z I Yz(s)| < =, 
S=- CO 
then 
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lim n[E{c(h)}-Y^ Ch)] = lim n[E[C*(h)}-
n-» 00 n -» (X) 
= Z \z(s). 
S=-OO 
To consider the variances and covariances of the estimated 
autocovariances we specify the existence of the fourth-order 
moments of {Z^ ]. We will say that the weakly stationary time series 
{z^ } is also fourth-order stationary if e{Z^ }^ exists and is finite 
for all t and if 
for all (t, j, q, h, s) such that t, t+q, t+h, t+s, j, j+q, j+h, 
and j-i-s are all elements of T- Then If ? fourth-or^ er 
stationary time series we define for all real integers q, h, and s 
the function 
K(q. h, s) = E 
- [Yz(9)Yz(h-s) + Yz(h) Yz(q-s) + Vz(®> 
where this equality must hold for all t in T. 
To prove several theorems in later chapters we will assume 
that a series is fourth-order stationary and that the %(») function 
is such that 
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Z E E  1  K ( q , h , s )  I  <  »  .  ( 2 . 2 . 4 )  
C^ — — CO h— — CO S—"" 00 
Autocorrelated processes exist that satisfy equation (2.2.4). 
One of these is the generalized linear process, as previously de­
fined, where the independent series [e^ ] has fourth moments equal 
to cpa"^  for some cp in the interval (o, as). When {Z ]is the generalized 
linear process 
- E [ 2 E Z j^W%®t-j®t+q-k®t+h-r®t+s-v^  
J, k, r, v=-m  ^
= J.. "j*j+qaj+haj+s 
* a"- [ E a a i a^ a ] 
J=-œ  ^ r=- 00 
4 r   ^ 1 
+ o [ Z a a +h Z _s] 
j=-œ  ^ r=-co  ^
4 r n 
j=-œ r=-a3  ^
for all t in T, so that for all real integers q, h, and s 
4 
K(q,h,s) = (cp-3) a E aj&j+q^ j+h&j+s ' 
Then 
Z E E I K(s,h,s) I = |cp-3l a'^  E E Z I S a a a a | 
q h s q h s j J J % J " 
< |cp-3| [ Z |a.|]^ < » , 
j=-œ  ^
and this is the condition of equation (2.2.4). 
Another example of a time series that satisfies equation (2.2, 
is the Gaussian (or normal) process [z^ ] that is second-order 
stationary. The series [z^ } is Gaussian if for any integer n aind 
a;ay subset {t , t„, ... , t } the n random variables Z , Z , ... 
1  ^ n tg 
Z are jointly normally distributed. If (X^ , X^ , X^ , X^ ) has a 
'n 
multivariate normal distribution with zero mean vector, then the 
fourth product moment of the variables is 
E LX^ X^ X^ X^ ] = E [X^ Xg] E [XgX^ J + E [X^ X^ ] E [X^ X^ J 
+ E [X^ XJ E [XgXg], 
see e, g. Parzen (1962, p. 93). Therefore, for [z^ } Gaussian and 
second-order stationary, 
E = Yz(q)Yz(h-s) 
+ Yz(h)Yz(q-s) + Yz(s)Yz(q-h) 
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for all real integers q, h, aoid s, from which it follows that the 
function K(.) is identically zero. 
We now consider the covariances of estimators of the "i^ {h.) func­
tion for processes that are second-order and fourth-order stationary. 
For li 5 E(Z^ ) known, Anderson (1971, Theorem 8.2.6) shows that for 
h, s = 0, 1, ... , n and h < s 
~ ~ n-h+1 , 
Gov [Y(h), Y(s)] = S (n"h)(n_s) [Yz(r)Yz(r+h.s) 
r=s-h+l  ^  ^ ' 
+ y ^{x-s)y ^{i+h) + K(h,-r,s-r)] 
s-h 
+ Z ^^ z(^ )Y2(r+h-s) + y^{x-s)y^{x+h) 
r=0 
+ K(h,-r,s-r)] + T (n-sKn-h) 
r=-(n-s-l) ^  ' 
+ YgXr-syYzjr+h) + K(h,-r,s-r)] . 
If 
2 E Y_ fh)  <  00 
z. • ' r=- 02 
and 
2 I K(h,-r,s-r)| < « , 
then 
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lim (n-h) Gov (Y(h), Y(s)) = E [Y2(r)Y 
n-*œ r=-m 
+ Y?(r-s)Y_(r+h) + K (h,-r ,s-r)], 
If 
00 
z lYur)! < 
and 
Z Z Z |K(r,q,k)| < " , 
r q k 
then in examining the effect of an unknown mean |J, we have the 
asvmptotic result that 
lim (n-|s|)(n -jlij) [Cov(Y(s) ,Y(h) ) - Cov(C(s), C(h))] 
CO p œ CO 
= 2 [ Z Ygfr)] + I Z [K(h,r,q) + K(s,r,q)] 
r=-oo q=- CO x~- CO 
Anderson (1971) also considers the asymptotic distribution of 
a vector of estimated autocovariances for a particular process {Z^  }, 
He uses 
Zt = ^  + 2 a 
J = — CO 
where the sequence consists of independent smd identically 
distributed random variables such that 
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E [e^ ] = 0, E [e^ ]^ = < «> , 
and 
E [e^ ]^ = 3a^  + < <» 
for all t in T and {a^ . ] is such that 
E 1 a I < " 
j=-œ> 
Then 
[\/ir[Y(0)-Y^ (0)], ... ,/r[Y(h)-Y^ (h)] 
has for any fixed h a limiting normal distribution with means zero 
and covariances 
CO 
liiii [n Cov (Y(r),Y(f))] - Z 
n -» 00 h= -oo 
% (2.2.5) 
+ Yztb-sjYgth+r)] + ^^{x)y^{s). 
The vector [y/n [y(0) - Yz(0)] ••• , \/n CY (h) - Y^ Cb)} and the 
vectors {«/n [C(0)-Y2(0)] > ••• j [^ (h)-Y^ C^ )] ] and 
[Jn [C(0)-Y2(0)], ... ,sfn [C(h)-Y^ C^ ) ^ ^  > which are used when [i 
is unknown, also converge in distribution to multivariate normals 
with zero means and covariances as given by equation (2.2.5). 
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Periodogram analysis is one of the techniques used when 
examining a sample of n observations ... , Z^ } from a weakly 
stationary time series with unknown covariance function Let 
n = 2m + 1 for n odd and n = 2m for n even and define for X in (0,TT] 
and 
2  ^
B (X) = - Z Z sin Xt. (2.2.6) 
" t=l  ^
If we define = 2rrk/n for k = 0, 1, ... , m and 
n^^  (^ k) ^  f k = 0, 1, ... , m, 
2 
then the graph of (X^ ) versus the frequency is called the 
spectrogram. Some authors, such as Hannan (1970), call this 
2 
plot of (•) versus k the periodogram. Others such as Anderson 
(1971) and Kendall and Stuart (1966) make a distinction between 
the periodogram and spectrogram. They define 
for k = 1, ... , m 
and call the graph of I^ (a^ ) versus the period n/k the periodo­
gram. It can also be noted that the A^ («) and B^ (") as defined 
by equation (2.2.6) are the least squares regression coefficients 
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associated with the regression model 
A (0) m 
= —5— + Z [An(Xv)cosX^ t + B^ (\j^ )sxnX,^ t] 
't 2 • k=l'-*"  ^
+ t — Ij ) rij 
(2.2.7) 
for n = 2m + 1 and an [e^ ] process such that E(e^ ) = 0 and 
2 2 E(e^  )  =  o < 0 0  for all t and E{ e^ e^ ] = 0 for all t / s. For 
n = 2m the term on the right-hand-side of equation (2.2,7) cor­
responding to k = m is (-1)%A (X ), and B (X ) is eliminated from J- =  ^ ' n m'  nr m' 
the formulation. 
2 ' 
The (•) function may be written in several alternative 
forms. Two of these forms are 
(^ k) - ^   ^ Y(h)cosrX 
"  ^ |r|<n k (2.2.8) 
and 
V k^) = 2 
W iv- ' k = 0, 1, • « (2.2.9) 
If 
Z IYz(h)I < 
h=- 0 0  
then from equation (2.2.8) it follows that the spectrogram 
ordinates are such that 
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E [S 2(0)] =2 ï 2^ Y,(r) + 
|r|<n 
and 
E [Sn^ (Xk)] =2 E ""1^  ^ Y (r)cosÀ,r , k = 1, 2, ... , m, 
n K ]r|<n "  ^  ^
so that 
l ira E[S^^(X^j] = 4TTf(A.), X /  0, 
n->oo 
and 
lim E[S^^(0) - 2n|a^] = 4rrf (0). 
n -* CO 
If it is assumed that the are a random sample from a normal 
2 distribution with zero means and variances cr < <» and that n is 
odd, then the random variables 
r !s!r£ V - ,  1  i 2 ••• 
a 
form a set of independent random variables each distributed as a 
chi-square with two degrees of freedom. This follows from the fact 
that the smd are all independent of each other under 
these assumptions and that the variance of each is 2/n a « 
Olshen (1967) has considered the asymptotic characteristics 
of the spectrogram ordinates for the class of variables that have a 
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continuous spectral density f(-) amd that can be written as a 
moving average of independent random variables, say 
= Z a , 
J = - 03 
where 
g(À) = S a 
j = - 00 
is a continuous function in X and 
" 2 
E a. < 00 . 
j = - 00  ^
2 
Then (X) either converges in probability to zero at each X 
for which f(X) > 0 or for no such X. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for convergence at each such X is that the quantity 
- i •• 
converges in probability to zero. He also shows for {z^ }as above 
that if 
 ^i •• 
converges in distribution to a normal random variable with mean 
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2 
zero and variance one then (X.) converges to a multiple of a chi-
square random variable. 
In Section A of Chapter VI we will use a transformation on 
{z , ... , Z } that is closely related to the A (A., ) and B (A., ) In ri ic ri JK 
2 
and to the form for as given in equation (2.2.9). This 
transformation gives new variables that are asymptotically un-
correlated. We define to be the nxn complex matrix with ele­
ment (r,s) defined as 
'r.s =0^  = 1, 2 n. 
For B* defined to be the complex conjugate of the matrix B it is 
meant that element (r,s) of B* is the conjugate transpose of element 
(s.r) of B. Then the vector of new variables is v, . = T * . Z, ^ , 
' (n) (n) (n) 
where and = (Z^ , Z^  ... , Z^ '^. 
The complex conjugate of the nxl vector v^ ^^  is defined to be the 
nxl vector with r^  ^element the complex conjugate of 
V , therefore, v^  . = [v*,^ ,, ... , v*, This set of com-
n(r) (n) n(l)' n(n) 
plex variables [v . has zero means and is such that for t = 1, 
n(t j 
Var[v , ] = Z 
"(t) |h|<n  ^
and for all j / k 
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t=l 
where X . = 2rT(j-l)/n. Therefore, if [Z ] is weakly stationary and 
J  ^
such that 
Z I Yz(h)  I <  œ ,  
h=- 03 
then the covariance between v ... and v ,, , for j / k is bounded 
n(j) n(k) 
in absolute value by Z 
|h|<n " Yz(h) 
which goes to zero by 
Kronecker's Lemma. From this it follows then that the set 
is in the limit uncorrelated with variances equal to multiples of 
the spectral density at the associated frequencies. 
2 
The cpcctrcgram (-) can be used as an estimator for the 
spectral density function f(*)s but increasing the sample size will 
not ordinarily produce a significant reduction in the variance of 
this estimator. Daniell (1946) proposed that a better estimator 
could be obtained by averaging over adjacent values of the 
spectrogram. Since the covariances between spectrogram values are 
small such a "smoothing" technique will reduce the variance as n 
increases. Bartlett (1950) suggested reducing the variance by 
splitting the n observations into m groups of k each and then com­
puting the spectrogram for each group of k observations. Then the 
estimator for the spectral density is taken as the average of the 
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m computed spectrogram values at the frequency of interest. 
Another method of smoothing is to compute the estimated density from 
a weighted linear combination of the estimated autocovariances. For 
unknown we can write 
f *(v) = — w(-^ ) Y(h)cos(vr), 
"  ^r=-K n 
n 
where K is a function of n and w(x) is a continuous and even func-
n 
tion of X in [-1, l] such that w(0) = 1, w(l) = 0, and jw(x)[ < M 
for all X in [-1, l] for some finite M. When using f^ (^') both w(*) 
and K must be chosen. Much of the literature discusses the choice 
n 
of the function w(«), which is often called the lag window. Its 
transform, 
W(v) = -^  Z w(~)cos(vr), 
] rj <r. ""n 
is commonly called the kernel or the spectral window. Some of the 
commonly used windows aind discussions concerning their properties 
can be found in Chapter 9 of Anderson (1971) or Section 5.4 of 
tjf >-i /I 7^/^  \ T*4- -I V» o + 1 ICAXXAACAAL  ^J. ^ é j m VVCAO VVXA .JULL & CAO. ^ <C«1A  ^^  I j VITC* V 
lim  ^Cov[f^ *(v^ ), = 0, / Vg 
n -» m n 
= 2f^ (v^ ) J w^ (x)dx; = v^  = OjTT 
= f^ (v^ ) Jw^ (x)dx, v^  = Vg r 0,Ti . (2.2.10) 
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He assumes that [z^ ] is both second-order and fourth-order stationary 
and such that 
00 
E |Yz(h)l < CO 
CO 
and E E 2 I M(q,h,r) | < œ . To consider the asymptotic bias we 
q h r 
need to consider a ijt>0 such that 
E |h|^ lYz(h)| < ® . 
h=- œ 
Wo define 
= "^ Z |h|4 y {h) 
h=- œ 
and let [K ] be such that 0 < lim K ^ "^ V^n < °° . Given w(0 and I. n-' n ^ ' 
n CO 
an r > 0 define 
(r') , . l-w(x') 
w ' = j-iin • • ; 
x-K) Iwj^  
then define r^ , the characteristic exponent of w(x), to be the 
largest value of r such that ' exists and is finite and non­
zero. Then Parzen (1957) shows that uniformly in v 
E[f^ *(v)] - f(v)| = |w(*)f(^ )(v)| 
n CD 
= 0 5 i < r^  . 
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If it is further assumed that the process {Z^ } is a generalized 
linear process it cam be shown that 
[fn*(v) - f(v)] 
n 
has a limiting normal distribution with variance as given by 
equation (2.2.10). 
Another method of estimating the spectral density function f(.) 
is to use an autoregressive spectral estimator as proposed by 
Parzen (1968) and Kromer (1969). Let f(") be absolutely continuous 
and such that there exists real numbers a and p such that 
0 < a < f(v) < p < 00 , 
for all V in [-tt,Tt]. Then there exists a positive real number a 
and a sequence of real numbers [by] such that 
= If 1 -  Ê  j=l  ^
— 2 
9 
for all uu in [-TTjn], and such that 
Z b. < CO . 
j=l J 
Also for each M> 1 the solutions and {b_ , ... , b,,^ h^ of 
—  M  I ' M  
the equations 
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(M), M E = YfCh), h = 1, 2, ... , M, 
j=l : 
aind 
M 
°M^  = Vz(0) - ï 
3=1 
are such that the function 
\ M f(ni;v) = —
M 
- 2  
1- z b 
j=I  ^
is continuous in v on [-TT,TT]. The autoregressive spectral estimator 
IS 
/\ 2 
2n - s j=i : 
- 2  
ve[-n,Tr], 
where M is an integer less thain n and is to be chosen, eind a 
and , ... , } are the solutions of the equations 
M 
^ /jyr\ ^ A 
S b / \(j-h) = V(h) . 
j=l  ^
h = 1 M. 
M 
= 9(0) - z 
j=l J 
Kromer (1969) shows that if the are also normally distributed and 
the sequence [b^ jas defined above is such that either 
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Z Ib.| < 
j=l  ^
or 
2 S jb. < °° , 
j=l 3 
then for each M > 1 as n  ^
- f(M;v)]/ \/T(M;V) 
converges in distribution to a normal variate with zero mean and 
variance one. The function T(-) is such that 
T(M;v) = 211 J T (^v,w) f^ (w)dw, 
-TT 
where T^ (') is defined by a rather lengthy equation in Section 
3.4 of Kromer (1969). It is also shown that under certain regularity 
conditions on f(*) (that impose a type of "smoothness") 
lim T (M;v) = T(V) = 2f^ (v) , v / 0, ±TT 
M-»c° 
2 
= 4f (v) , V = 0, TT. 
and for any fixed v in (-TT,TT] 
,• ,• p Kf/ï 
1 ^  +2/  
= W I  ^  ^ (2.2.11) 
=» CO 
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uniformly for all real b. In Section 4.3 of Kromer (1969) it 
is shown that f(M;v) cam be replaced by f(v) in equation (2.2. 
if is assumed to be a finite autoregressive process. 
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III. THE MAJOR RESULTS OF CHAPTERS IV, V, AND VI 
In Chapter IV we will develop several theorems concerning the 
asymptotic behavior of sums of random variables. They will be used 
in Chapter V to prove the strong consistency and asymptotic normality 
of the estimators we discuss there. The theorems are of interest in 
themselves since they are forms of the strong law of large numbers 
and of the central limit theorem. 
Theorem 1 is a strong law of large numbers. We assume that 
[z^ ] is a weakly stationary time series with zero means and ab­
solutely summable covariance function, i.e., 
Z lYz(h)l < 
h=-<n 
for Ygfh) = Cov (Z^ jZ^ i^^ j) = E(Z^ Z^ _^  j^ |) . If {c^ } is a sequence 
of real- numbers such that 
i J. 
converges to a finite real number as n increases, then 
1 " 
- Z c Z 0 a.s, 
" t=l  ^^  
as n ^  ™ . Theorem 2 is an extension of Theorem 1 in that it 
places c^  by a sequence of functions. We assume that {Z^ } is 
fourth-order stationary in the sense that 
re­
al so 
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S 1 Yz*(h)| < œ , 
h—— CO 
2 2 
where = Cov(Z^  , );2md assume that {g^ (6)} is a sequence 
of functions such that each 9^ (0) is continuous in 6 on 0, where 0 
is a compact subspace of R^ . Given that [g^ (0)} is such that 
converges uniformly for all 0' and 9" in 0 then 
1 " 
-  E Z  g  (8 )  0. a.s. 
" t=l 
as n m uniformly for all 0 in 8. 
Theorem 3 in Section B of Chapter IV presents a central limit 
theorem for aeneralized linear processes, i.e., = ga.e^  . 
^ J 3 "--J 
where E|a. | < œ smd the {e ] are independent with zero means, 
j  ^ 2 
finite variances o , and distribution functions {F^ (e)} such that 
r 2 lim sup J w dF^ (w) = 0. 
b -> œ t [ w I > b 
Corollary 3.1 gives a multivariate extension, that the asymptotic 
distribution of 
-^ 2 " 
n Z 
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is Np(0,Z), where = Z B(h;r,s) YgCh) and for = (b^ ,^ 
• • * ' ^tp) ' 
-1 "-|h| 
B(h;r,s) = lim [n Z b b , , ] . 
n-m t=l t+|A|,s 
In Chapter V we consider the model 
~ t = 1, 2, ... , 
where { } is the sequence of observations, is an unobservable 
time series, {x } is a fixed sequence such that x.eXcR^ ,g(.) is a 
^ J 
known function of x and 0, and 6^  is the true but unknown parameter 
value contained in the space 0cR^ . We examine the sequence of simple 
A /V 
least squares estimators, where 0^  is that value of 0 in 0 that 
minimizes the function 
0^ (8) = ^  [^ t " 9(Xt:8)]^ ' 
In Theorem 4 we prove that 0^  is a strongly consistent estima­
tor for 0^ . We assume that [Z^ ]is a weakly stationary time series 
with absolutely summable covariajice function and that it is fourth-
order stationary. The function g(x^ ;0) must be continuous in 0 on 
0, where 0 is a compact subset of R^ . We also assume that g(*) amd 
[x^ ] are such that as n 
1 " 
- Z g(x ;0') g(x 50") 
" t=l  ^  ^
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converges uniformly for all 0' and 0" in 0 and that 
1 ^ 2 
Q(0) = lim (- Z [g(x^;e) - g(x^;0^)] ) 
n-»a> " t=l 
has a unique minimum in 0 at 0 = 0^. 
In Theorem 5 of Section B of Chapter V we show {8^-0^1 is 
Op(n . In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 4 we restrict 
0^ to be an interior point of 0 and assume that the partial dériva-
/ J- \ ( !C S ^ 
tives g^ (x^;0) and g^ ' (x^;Q) exist cind are continuous for all 
0 in 8, where r, s = 1, , p. We also specify that uniformly 
for all 0 and 0' in 0 
gjsj(9) = lim Z g(^)(Xt;8)g(^)(x^;8)] 
n-«œ t=l 
and 
G(^'S)(8,8') = lim E 
n -• 03 t= 1 
exist and are finite for r, s = 1, ... , p, and the p by p matrix 
A(9^) with (r,s)^^ element (9Q) nonsingular. 
Theorem 5 is used to prove the asyiuplotie iiuimality of 
yn (6j^ ""6q) J (Theorem 6) . In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 
5 we assume that {z^ } is a generalized linear process of the type 
assumed in Theorem 3. We also specify that for h=0, ±1, o.. 
and for r, s = l, ... , p as n 
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1 (s^ 
- Z g( )(Xt:Go)9 (*t+ hi|:Go) T(h,r,s), 
t=l ' ' 
where 0 < T (0;r,r) < °° , and 
lim [ {g^^^(x^;0^)}V( 2 (x^;eo)'/)] = 0. 
n-»œ t=l 
The limiting normal distribution has zero mean and variance-
covariance matrix [A(0^)] ^  Q[A(0^)} where A(0) was defined 
above and the (r,s)^^ element of Q is 
E Y_(h) T(h;r,s) . 
h=- CO 
Section C of Chapter V gives a weakly consistent estimator 
for the spectral density function f^(«). We will use the model 
and assumptions of Theorem 5 while also assuming that [z+] is 
fourth-order stationary such that 
Z Z Z I K(h,r,s) i < CO , 
h r s 
where 
K(h,r,s) = _ Yz(h)Yz(r-s) 
" Yz(^)Yz(h-s) - Yz(s)Yz(r-h). 
We will use a function w(x) that is continuous for x in [-1,1] and 
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such that w(0) = 1 and | w(x) | < M < œ for all x in [-1,1] 
Theorem 7 states that 
A H A 
f(n;v) = (2rr)" E w(r/K^)cos(vr)Y(n;r) 
l^l<K n 
is weakly consistent for f^fv), where [K^ ] is a sequence of 
integers such that ^nd K^/n 0 as n ^ and 
n-|r|A A 
= n % ^t^t+jrj 
t=l ' ' 
for the residuals from the simple least squares fit. If 
one also assumes that there exists a q > 0 such that 
Z |h|S lYz(h) I < = , 
l i m  [ ^  ( w  f i n i t e )  
X q q q 
and that = O(n^) for 0 < p < 1 it is proven that 
f(n;v) - fg(v) = Op(n"^), 
where a = min{ pq, ^ ^(l-p)}» (Corollary 7.1). 
In Chapter VI we consider two-stage estimation techniques. 
Since we do not know the true covariance structure we cannot use 
generalized least squares. Therefore, we develop alternative 
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procedures that utilize estimators of the unknown covariance 
structure. 
In Section A of Chapter VI we consider the complex trans­
formation matrix that has (t,j)^^ element 
îg i2rr(t-l) (j-l)/n 
4t,j = " = 
where t,j = 1, ... n. Let 
y(n) = (^1 v'' 
Z(n) - (^1' ' 
= (Z^, ... , Z^) , and 
g(n)(6) = ... , gfXn'G))' 
Then for T, . the conjugate transpose of T. . (i.e., {T. . (n) ^nj I"; U>^; 
= n"^ gi'2TT( j-1) (t-l)/n j ^ t=l, ... , n) define 
W(n) = T(n)y(n)' 
V(n) = 
"(n) = f(n)Z(n)' 
We divide the first n integers into k groups such that the 
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group contains n^. consecutive elements, i.e., the first group is 
[l, ... , n^}. We will specify that n^^ = 0(n ^  ) (0 < ^ < 1), so 
that k = 0(n^"^). This allows us to write 
» 
^(n) ~ ^^n(l,l)' \(1,2)' ••• ' ^n(k,n^)) ' 
A 
and we can express the n by 1 vectors v, . , h, , (0), and W, . (n)' (n) " (n) 
similarly. 
In Chapter VI we use a set of twelve assumptions. They are 
as follows: 
Assumption 1—[Z^] is a weakly stationary time series such that 
œ 
Z I  Yz(h) I = A < 00 , 
h=-oo 
where E(Z^) = 0 and = E(Z^Z^^|^|) for all t and h; 
Assumption 2--the covariance sequence of the {z^} process is such 
that 
E ^ I Y (h) I = 0(n'^), 0 < Tl< 1; 
|h|<n ^ 
Assumption 3—{z^ }is fourth-order stationary and such that 
E E E |K(h,r,s) I < , where 
h r s 
G(ZtZt+hZt+rZt+s) = Kth'f'S) + Yz(h)Yz(r-s) 
+ Yz(^)Yz(h-s) + Yz(s)Yz(r-h); 
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Assumption 4—The spectral density function f^fv) for (z^] is such 
that 0 < c < f^fv) < C < 00 ; 
Assumption 5— i s  a  f i x e d  s e q u e n c e ,  t h e  f u n c t i o n  g ( . )  i s  c o n ­
tinuous in 8 on 8, 0 is a compact subspace of p-dimensional 
Euclidean space, and 9^ is an interior point of 0; 
Assumption 6—the first-order and second-order partial derivatives, 
g '(•) and g^ ' (•)» exist and are continuous in 0 on 0; 
Assumption 7—g(») emd [x^] are such that uniformly in 0 and 0' on 
0 the following limits exist and are finite for r, s = 1. ... . p: 
-1 " (i) G(0,0M = lim [n E g(x^; 0 ) g(x^;0 » ) ] , 
n-»œ t=l 
(ii) 9/^\(8) = lim [n"^ Z (x ;e)g^^^(x ;9 )] , and 
n-co t=l 
(iii) G^^'^^(0,0«) = lim [n"^ Z (x ;6;9 ' )] ; 
n-^oo t=l 
Assumption 8—g(*) amd {x^] are such that 
0(8) = Ixm (n Z [g(x ;0) - g(x ;0 JJ") = G(0,0) 
n-,m t=l ^ ° 
_ 2G(e,8o) + 3(8^,80) 
has a unique minimum in 0 at 0 = 0^; 
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Assumption 9—the matrix A(0^) is non-singular, where the (r,s)^^ 
element of A(6) is g^^|(9) for r, s = 1, ... , p; 
Assumption 10—{x^]and g(«) are such that 
(i) = lim [i 9(^)(Xt;8o)9(^)(Xt+|h|:Go)] 
exists for all h and for r, s = 1, ... , p, and 
(ii) there exists a symmetric p by p matrix P(«) with 
(r,s)^^ element such that 
+ s(S'r)(h;8Q) = J efhv dp(^'S)(v); 
-n 
Assumption 11—the p by p matrix 
uiia 
\"o' 
is non-singular; and 
Assumption 12— i s  a  g e n e r a l i z e d  l i n e a r  p r o c e s s  s u c h  t h a t  
= 2 a^e^ y where ^  |a^| < œ and the [e^} are independent random 
J J 
2 2 
variables with E(e^) s 0 and E(e^ ) = a < œ and distribution func­
tions [F^] such that 
lim sup J w^dF (w) =0. 
5^°= t |w|>b 
IT 
r 
-TT 
, . -1  t \7 ^ riP 
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We define for j = 1, ... , k 
n . 
A _1 V I V 1^ 
^n(j) = i=l ' 
1 2 
'n(j) = jgi l"n(j,i) I ' and 
'n(j) = 
Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, the first results given in Section A of 
A 
Chapter VI deal with the properties of the sequences 
t^ n(J)l' a"": 
The estimator considered in Section A is 0^, defined to be 
that value of 0 in 0 that minimizes 
k " • 
Ôn(8) ="•' Z ï' i, - hn'j.i) W) 
-,_N 
In Theorem 8 we show that 0 is weakly consistent for 0 if 
n o 
assumptions 1 through 9 hold, if T] > % in assumption 2, and if 
n.^= 0(n"^), % < P < 1. IfJ in addition, assumptions 10 and 11 hold 
— _l' 
vjo chovj thpt - A \ is O (n In Theorem 10 we show that, as 
P 
n tends to infinity. 
(9^ - 8^) -^Np (0, 4n[w(0^)]"^) 
given assumptions 4 through 12, assumption 2 for rj > -4, aind 
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= 0(n"^), 0 < p < 1. We note, that as in Chapter V, when 
we prove asymptotic normality we assume that [z^} is a generalized 
linear process. 
Section A of Chapter VI contains four additional lemmas. Lemma 
• > P 6.4 gives two conditions that are sufficient to prove 0^ —• 0^ as 
n -V œ. We use Lemma 6.4 to prove Theorem 8. Lemmas 6.5, 6.6, 
emd 6.7 are developed to aid in the proofs of Theorems 9 and 10. 
In Section B of Chapter VI we develop a second two-stage 
estimation procedure using f(n;v), the estimator for the spectral 
density discussed in Section C of Chapter V. We let w(x) be a 
continuous even function for x in [-1,1] such that w(0) = 1 and 
I w(x) [ < M < 00 . Our estimator, 6^, is that value of 0 in 0 that 
minimizes 
, 1 n-|h| 
Qn(0) = («,) "(h/KJ [Kj [y^ 
n=x-is. i:=x 
n • ' n 
-g(x^;e }{y,^j,j - gK+|h|;e)]] f-\n;Trj/Kj etnjh/Kn , 
where ] is a sequence of integers such that = 0(rP) for 
0 < ^ < 1. In Theorem li we show that as n ® 
\/^  (8^  - Go) "^ p^ (w(8o) ^ 
when assumptions 4 through 12 hold and there exists a q > 0 
such that 
z  ^1  ^  lYz (h ) |  <  
h 
and 
lim J' 1 - w(x^"l 
[ ix|q J 
where |w I < ™ » I q l  
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IV. PRELIMINARY ASYMPTOTIC THEOREMS 
A. A Strong Law of Large Numbers 
In Chapter V we wxxx asymptotic properties of the 
simple least squares estimator in nonlinear regression. Work xiL 
this area by Jennrich (1969), Malinvaud (1970b), and Gallant (1971) 
has assumed that the errors present in the models are independent 
aoid identically distributed random variables. We shall assume that 
our error structure is of a time series nature. Hannan (1971) has 
also made the assumption of a time series error structure. The work 
in this chapter and in Chapter V was developed independently of 
Hannan's work and prior to its publication. The two developments 
differ somewhat aind we will make comments concerning the differences 
and similarities. Much of the development of Chapter IV and Chapter 
V was inspired by Jennrich's (1969) work and, hence, his ideas are 
used where possible. 
In Section A of Chapter V we prove the strong consistency of 
the least squares estimators. To do this we need a form of the 
strong law of large numbers similar to Theorem 4 of Jennrich (1969). 
We cannot use Jennrich's theorem since he assumes independent and 
identically distributed errors. In our Theorem 1 we give a weaker 
strong law of large numbers than that needed in Chapter V. It 
corresponds to Theorem 3 of Jennrich and is used in the proof of 
our Theorem 2. Theorem 2 is the strong law of large numbers that 
we will use in showing the strong consistency of our estimator. 
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THEOREM 1: 
Let [Z } be a weakly stationary time series such that E(Z ) t 
= 0 and 
Z  I Ygfh) I  =  A < CO , 
h—— CO 
where y^fh) = Cov(Z^,Z^^|^|) = E(Z^Z^^j^|), Let {c^} be a sequence 
of real numbers such that 
^ 2 
S, = ( Z c )/n -».S < 
t=l 
as n -» a> . Then 
1 T = — E c Z. —^0 a.s. as n -• œ. 
n n t t 
Proof : The structure of this proof is patterned after that 
of Theorem 6.2 of Doob (1953, p. 492). We cannot use his theorem, 
however, since our sequence {e^ = c^Z^, t = 1, 2, ...} is not 
stationary. We can write 
_ n n 
Var (T ) = n" I Z yy{j-t)cc 
" t=l j=l ^ ^ ^ 
-1 _i n-|hI 
|h1<n 
< [Z |Yz(h)| ] (S^ ), 
h 
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since by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for |h| < n 
1 n- |h| n- |h| -, n-|h| 2 -, 2 
1 " 2 
< [n-1 E c 2] . 
t=l 
Now choose a such that 1 < a < » and define for k = 1, 
2, ... to be the smallest integer greater than or equal to k*^. 
Since we have assumed that S '*S< œasn^™ there exists a finite 
n 
integer n^ such that 
S < S + 1, for all n > n.. 
n — 1 
It follows then that S^ is bounded for all n by M = (n^)(S + 1) 
< CO . By Chebyshev's inequality we caui write for any G^> 0 
Z Pr [ I^ N I > C]] < Z [e:  ^ Vaz (T )] 
k=l k k=l 'k 
E [Z lYz(h)|](s ) 
k=l h \ 
2 -n G - Z k-G (A) (M) < m, 
k=l 
00 
since Z k < =» for all a greater than one. Therefore, by the 
k=l 
Borel-Cantelli Lemma, only a finite number of the events 
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C I  I  > occur. Since was arbitrary we can say that 
k 
T —>• 0 a.8. as k —>oo . 
^k 
For k = 1, 2, ... we can write 
N _i " ? 
E [ max I T - — T I ] = E [ max (n" E c Z ) ] 
KkCcSNk+i k Nk<n<Nk+i 
- 2  
n n 
< N. ^ E [ max 2 E c c .Z, Z. 
- t=N.+l j.N.+l t : t j 
k — k+1 k k 
N, 
- 2  
k+1 
Z 
N, k+1 
Z 
t=N, +1 j=N, +1 
k k 
|c,c. E[|ZtZj|] 
[Y?(0)] 
By the definition of the sequence [N^,] we have for all k 
< rfk+lf + 1.2 / (k+l)% + 1 _ k%\/ 
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< t(l + j)'' * [(1 + 
< (f + 1)^ [c»(i) + k^] for C a 
finite constant 
< (f 4. 1)2 [(=. + 1) (^ )(i^ )] 
~ (c') , f°r o' = (o*+l)(#+l)2 < " 
< (=•) (i^ r' 
< (C) . 
k+l 
where A = l/a > 0 by the finiteness of a. 
It follows then by Chebyshev's inequality that for any o 
Â " I ^ 
k — k+l 
k — k+l 
iN. 1 
2^2-" Z [ Z c/][Y,(0)] 
k=l k+l t=N,+1 
k 
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= (k") [ E ( ™ + S^], where 
m=2 m m 
<k" Z S [m"^ _ (m+1)-^] + (k"M) E m-l-A 
m=l ™ ni=2 
CO - . 
< (2k" M) E m" , 
m=l 
since A is greater than zero. Since was arbitrary, by the 
Borel-Cantelli lemma we have that 
\ 
max IT T_, I->• 0 a.s. as k —>• œ . 
Combining this with T —^0 a.s. as k -• ® it follows that 
k 
max T - T_. —>-0 a.s. as k —» oo 
' n N ' 
N.<n<N, .  k 
K — K+JL 
and hence that 
^ 0 a.s. as n —> œ . // 
It should be pointed oux thax Theorem 1 above corresponds to 
Theorem 1 of Harm an (1971). Hannan's theorem is slightly more 
general in that he shows 
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if it is assumed that 
T- 1 V 2 lim -r Z c < CO 
N-» CO IT t= 1 
The proof that Hannan sketches has the same basic elements as the 
above proof. 
Several corollaries follow from Theorem 1. Three of these 
are given below, the first being a more standard form of the strong 
law of large numbers. 
COROLLARY 1.1: 
Let {z^} be a weakly stationary time series as given in Theorem 
1. Then 
1 " 
Z = — Z Z 4»0 a.s. as n-»™ . 
n n t=l 
Proof: We use Theorem 1 above with = 1. This corollary 
is also Theorem 6.2 of Doob (1953, p. 492). // 
COROLLARY 1.2; 
Let {z^}be a weakly stationary time series as given in Theorem 
1. For each N let be some fixed subset of [t: 1 < t < N] with 
n elements, where the elements a. satisfy 1 < a. < ... < a <N. 
N X ^ - 1 n^ -
Also let [G^] be such that = G^^ + ^ , where 
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and 0 is the null set. Then 
^ Z 0 a.s. as n -»• 
Proof; The proof of this corollary follows step by step the 
proof of Theorem 1, since 
1 2 "N 
Var [- Z Z ] = N" E[ E Z ] 
" tec^ i=l 
= N-^ S  Z  y  ( a . - a . . )  
i=l j=l ^ ^ 
< N-2 Z (N-|h|) |Yz(h)| 
h <N 
< n'^ A) 
and 
00 -, N, Z 2 
2 E [ max I N- Z Z - Z ~ I ] 
k=l " teCh "k 
k 
*N Za. / °n 2 
= Z E( max [ z -JT"] 
k=l \Nk<N<Nk+i i=nu +1 N 
k 
k=l 
\.i \*i 
< Z N - Z Z E[|z z |] 
t=n^ +1 j=n. +1 
k k 
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< Z • Yz(o) 
k=l N, 
k 
< S [(1 + k-l)G - 1 + k"°^]^ Y,(0) 
k=l 
" .2 
= (c*) Z k < " , 
k=l 
since c* is a finite constant. // 
COROLLARY 1.3: 
Let {Z^]be a weakly stationary time series as given in Theorem 
1. Assume further that {} is fourth-order stationary in the 
limited sense that 
Z lY2*(b)l= A* < ® , where Yg*(h) = Gov (Z^^, Z^_^u |) 
h=- 0° ' 
Then 
1 2 
— E Z -• Y (0) a,s. as n œ . 
" t=l ^ ^ 
_2 
Proof; Let correspond to ox Theorem 1, 
Further let c^ h 1. Therefore, 
E(W^) = 0 and E lY^(h) | = Z | Y*(h) [ = A* < ® , 
h—"• CO h—-• CO  ^
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so that the conditions of Theorem 1 are met for 
1 " 
n Wt' 
t=l 
Then 
^ Z z - Y (0) = - E w -»0 a.s. as n 
" t=l t Z " t=l ^ 
and the conclusion of the corollary follows. // 
We now extend Theorem 1 to random variables weighted by a set 
of functions rather than by a sequence of constants. A similar form 
of this strong law of large numbers is given by Jennrich (1969) 
except that he assumes the errors to be independent cuad identically 
distributed. 
THEOREM 2; 
Let {Z^} be a weakly stationary time series such that 
E(Z^) = 0 and 
Z 1 Yz(h) I = A < CO ,  
h=- œ 
where y^fh) = Cov(Z^,Z^^|^|)=E(Z^Z^^|^|). Let [z_J be fourth-order 
stationary in the limited sense that 
E |Y2(h)|=A*< = , 
h—— CO 
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where 
Yz(l>) = C°V(Z2, = E(Z2Z2^ |^ |) - y|(0). 
Let {g^(0)] be a sequence of functions such that for each t 9^(0) 
is continuous in 0 on 8, where 0 is a compact subspace of the p-
dimensional Euclidean space. Also assume that {g^(6)] is such 
that as n ™ 
1 " 
- Z gt(8')9t(8") 
" t=l ^ ^ 
converges uniformly for all 0' and 0" in 0 and denote this limit 
by G(0',9"). Define 
St(9)Zf 
t=l 
Then T^(0) ->-0 a.s. as n-> <» uniformly for all 0 in 8. 
Proof; This proof follows that of Theorem 4 of Jennrich 
(1969) rather closely. Set e> 0 and pick p e©. Define r] to be 
a neighborhood of g such that for all aeT] and for all n sufficiently 
large (for all n > Ng say) 
1 ^ 2 
- E [g+(a) - 9+(P)] < G. 
" t=i 
Such a neighborhood exists since the g^(*) are continuous and 
since 
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^  Z  C g ^ ( a )  -  g ^ ( p ) ] ^  
t=i 
converges uniformly in a due to the existence of the function G(•). 
For all a in T] we have that 
I; Z 9t(a)zJ<|i s I + I ; 2 
t=l t=l t=l 
< [^  Z - [^ ' z + \^ E 9^{^)z \. 
" t=l ^ " t=l " t=l 
We cam see that 
1 " 2 (i) - z Z (0) as n » = 
" t=l ^ ^ 
for all {Z^} not in the set , where Prcb[S^} = 0, since the 
conditions of Corollary 1.3 are met; 
(ii) ^  Z [g+(a)-g. (p)]^ < e 
" t=l ^ 
by construction for all a in T] and n > ; 
1 " (lii) - Z QL(P)Z ^0 as n * 
" t=l t t 
for all {Z^} not in the set S^, where ProbfS^} = 0, since all the 
conditions of Theorem 1 are met by letting {g^(p )] correspond to the 
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sequence {c^}. 
Therefore, for any not in S^US^, 
1 " 
" t=l ^ ^ 
for all aeT] and n > N*, where the N* depends upon the realization 
{Z }. Now, 0 is covered by neighborhoods T] such that 
t p 
i  11 StCGalZt l  <  '  
for any {Z } not in (S„ )U(Sg _) sind for all 9 er| and n> N . We 
t p, 1 p up p 
cam cover 0 with such Tjg ' s since there is such a neighborhood cor­
responding to all of the uncountably many p's in 0. Since 0 is 
compact, however, we are guaranteed that there exists a finite col-
lorrTon oT curb npinnhnrhnndA. smv ('n . n _ . ,. . . n ^ . which will 
' ' " '1' 'ii' • 'ng' * 
cover 0. Therefore, for any [z^] not in 
"G 2 n 
U U S  ,  I  -  Z 9+01)2+1  <  G 
i=i j=i " t=i ^ ^ 
for all ae 0 and n sufficiently large. Since e is arbitrary and 
Prob [ U U S. .] = 0, 
i=l j=l 
since Prob{S. .]= 0 for each (i,j), then 
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— Z g+(8)Z+ 0 as u -*• m 
n t 
uniformly for 0 in 0. // 
COROLLARY 2.1: 
Let [Z^] be a time series satisfying the conditions of Theorem 
2. Let the sequence {g^(6)} be such that there are only a finite 
number, say J, of different functions of 0 in the sequence; also 
assume that this sequence of functions is such that jg^(0) j < M< Œ 
for all 6 in 0, where 0 is some subset of p-dimensional Euclidean 
space. Let 
T„(e) = i Z g,(9)z^. 
t=l 
Then 
T^(0) 0 a.s. as n -f <» 
uniformly for 0 in 0. 
Proof; Suppose h^(0), h^{Q), ... , hj(8) are the J distinct 
functions of 0 in 0 in the sequence {g^(6)}. Define 
= [t: g (0) = h.(0) emd j = l, ... ,J. 
J T J _ — 
Then for all 0 in 0 
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t=l 
J 
2 h (0) 
.1=1  ^
< (M) S 
j=l ^HN ~ 
• (3.2.1) 
The conditions of Corollary 1.2 are met for each of the quantities 
B 
J 
so that 
N 
0 as N CO 
for all {z } except on a set, say S., where Prob{S. } = 0. Since 
T' D D 
both M and J are finite, the right-hand-side of equation (3.2.1) 
converges to 0 as N 4»m for all realizations [Z^} except those on 
the set 
J 
U S . . 
j=l ^ 
But 
Prob [ U S .} = 0 
j=l ^ 
and equation (3.2.1) does not depend upon 8, so the corollary 
follows. // 
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Theorem 2 above can be compared to Corollary 1 of Hannan 
(1971, p. 773). Hannan makes two assumptiijns: 
(A.) the sequence [Z } is such that 
where 
2 Z  a . <  =  ,  
j=-œ 
the Gj are independent and identically distributed with mean 0 and 
variance 1, and the spectral density of is a continuous function; 
and 
(B.) the following limits exist uniformly in (6', 9"): 
iim ^ Z g ( 8')g ( 8 " )  = G(h; 8 ' , 8 " ) ,  h= 0 ,  1 ,  . .  
n-" " t=l ^ 
His conclusion then is that T^(h,6) 0 a.s. uniformly in 8 as 
n 00 , where 
t=l 
It should be noted that Hannan does not state that he is assuming 
the g^(') functions to be continuous in either (A) or (B) above. 
However, in the introduction of his article he mentions this 
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continuity and he also invokes several arguments from Jennrich 
(1969) in which continuity is needed. The process [Z^] specified 
in (A) above meets the assumptions of our Theorem 2, so that 
Corollary 1 of Hannan (1971) is a special case of our Theorem 2. 
The assumption in Theorem 2 that each g^(8) is a continuous 
function in 0 on the entire set 0 seems rather restrictive. As am 
alternative it was assumed that each 9^(6) is continuous except at 
a finite number of points and that the jumps at the points of dis­
continuity are bounded. Such regularity conditions on {g^(*)} 
seemed to be intuitively promising, but no actual worthwhile exten­
sions to Theorem 2 were realized. Corollary 2.1 is not completely 
satisfactory but is presented as an alternative that can be justi­
fied. There are numerous experiments in which the independent 
variable can take on only discrete values. For such a case we 
might let 9^(9) = g(x^;9) and restrict the sequence [x^] to the 
extent that x^ eX = {a^ , ... , a^ ]. 
B. Central Limit Theorems 
In Section B of Chapter V we will show that under certain 
regularity conditions the limiting distribution of the sequence 
A 
of nonlinear ordinary least squares estimators [\/n (G^^B^)] is 
multivariate normal. The estimator will be discussed in Chapter 
V. To prove the asymptotic normality we need a central limit 
theorem that is similar to Jennrich's (1969) Theorem 5 that does 
not assume independent random variables. However, conditions beyond 
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the assumption that is the weakly stationary time series of 
Section A of this chapter will be required. 
Several methods of further restricting [Z^ ] in order to obtain 
a central limit theorem have been discussed by Serfling (1968). 
The most general way is to impose a strong mixing condition on the 
process. Let [x^ : i = -1, 0, 1, ...} be a sequence of random 
variables defined on a probability space and let 71^  ^denote the o-
algebra generated by events of the form [(X. , ... , X. )eE], 
1^ \ 
where a - 1< i^ < — < i. <b + 1 and E is a k-dimensional Borel 1 K 
set. Then [X^ ] satisfies the strong mixing condition if for any 
events and , 
- œ a+k 
IP(AB) - P(A)P(B)I < a(k), 
where CX(k) is nonincreasing in k and goes to zero as k gets large, 
A second tj.'pe of restriction is Ibragimov's (1962) condition, which 
specifies that for any event 
I - P(B) I < 0(k) 
with probability one, where 0(') has the same properties as a(«) 
above, m-dependence as discussed by Hoeffding and Robbins (1948) 
is a third type of restriction that can be placed on the error 
process. It specifies that (X^  ^ , X^  x+l' ' ^a^  and (X^ , 
X^ ^^ , ... , are independent if b - a > m. As pointed out 
by Serfling (1968) m-dependence implies that Ibragimov's condition 
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holds which in turn implies that the strong mixing condition is 
met. 
We will not use these three specific conditions in discussing 
asymptotic normality but will instead use that {Z^ } is a generalized 
linear process of the type defined in Chapter II. We first present 
two lemmas. The first enables us to verify convergence in probabil­
ity for a sequence of random variables, while the second is a well 
known tool for showing convergence to a normal distribution. 
LEMMA 4.1: 
Let {w ] be a sequence of random yaoriables that can be written 
as 
N = 1, 2, ... and k = 1, 2, 
where [Y. ] and {X, } are such that 
 ^ k.N' •- k.N^  
(i) E(X^  where the sequence ] is such that 
0 as k ; 
(ii) Pr <z] = -» F^ (z) as Nand 
(iii) lim F,(z) = F(z) at every continuity point of F(z). 
k-»°° 
Then 
lim Pr [W < z] = F(z) 
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at every continuity point of F(z). 
Proof: This is Corollary 7.7.1 of Anderson (1971, p. 426») // 
LEMMA 4.2; 
Let W„ , , ... , be a set of independent random variables, 
N,1 N,N  ^
N = 1, 2, ... . Assume that E(W^  ^ ) - 0 and 
N 
Z Var(W +) = 1 » 
t=l ' 
and let be the distribution function of Vl. , . If for 
N,t^  ' N,t 
every e > 0 
N 2 
g I w dF (w) -V 0 as N ->• =0 , 
t=l |w>e K't 
then 
N jg 
Z W —N(0,1) as N -* œ . 
t=l 
Proof; This is the Lindeberg Central Limit Theorem as given 
by Anderson (1971). // 
THEOREM 3: 
Let {zjbe a generalized linear process such that 
00 
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where 
Z I a. I = D < = 
j = - 00  ^
2 2 
and the [e^ ] are independent with E(e^ ) = 0 and E(e^ ) = a < œ 
and have distribution functions {F^ («)} such that 
lira sup J w^ dF (w) = 0. 
b-^ -oo t=l, 2 , . . .  |w|>b 
Let {c^ } be a sequence of real numbers such that 
n-|h| 
n " as n CO , 
where 0 < C(0) < °° , and 
 ^ n _ 
lira [c^  /( 2 c^ )j = 0. 
n-œ " t=l 
Then 
Z 
E c Z -»N(0,T) , 
t=l 
where 
h=-oo h=- CO 
= z c(h)Y (h) . 
h=- 00 
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Proof ; To prove Theorem 3 we can combine the techniques used 
in Theorems 7.7.8 and 10.2.11 of Anderson (1971). In order to use 
Lemma 2.1 we separate into two segments as follows: 
. n œ 
W = 
n k ca. n c^a. 
= E S  ^e + Z Z ——^  e . 
t=l j=-k \fn " t=l I j|>k \fn 
= Y, + X, 
k,n K,n 
where k is a positive integer. Then the  ^are such that 
n c a. n c a. „ 
 ^ A ^  j<!k -p 
" Â A tcx ^  
n,i,j 
' " iA j<!k tex 
n,i,3 
is a subset of {1,.. 
<  0 =  (  Z  l a  h '  ( 1  Z  c ; b  +  Z  | a  Z  
>k  ^ " t=l  ^ j<-k  ^ " t=l 
<a^ (M)( 2 |a |)2 
|j|>k 
= , for all n, 
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where M< # is the bound on the 
; i •' 
as defined in the proof of Theorem 1 in Section A of Chapter IV. 
Since 
Z 1 a . I = D < » 
j=- 03 
we have that 
( Z |a.|)-»-Oask-^œ. 
|j|>k : 
Therefore, -^ 0 as k and assumption (i) of Lemma 2.1 is 
satisfied. 
Consider now for k fixed and n > 2k 
n k c^ a. 
= tSl jS_k 
 ^ n-k k k 
= — Z [ E a.c+^ . + 2 a_,c^ _.] 
y/n t=k+l i=0 ~ ~ i=l - - -
 ^ / k k+t n n-t 
,7F (t=L ^ Vt.i yjn \ t=l-k i=l  ^ t=n-k+l i=0 
k n+k n-t 
+ 
II—T \ 
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" \,n,l \,n,2 • (4.2.1) 
Since the [e^ } are a sequence of independent rsindom variables, 
k k+t n+k n-t 
Pk-ri^  2 2 2^ 2 
< ^ [( E a^ )( S =t) M, 2 4)( S Cj)] 
I j|<k  ^ t=l I j |<k  ^ t=n-2k+l 
o ® p Pi- 1 2 
< (2ko )( E a ) [— (— Z c ) 
j=_oo :  ^ t=l  ^
sup [c^ } 
+ 2k (i )] 
tEi 
_2 , " 2 
2 
r sup [c } 1 
- U V c.) (M) (2k)^  J è + I 
- j=-. ^  L" Ë ol J 
t=l 
•0, as n for fixed k. (4.2.2) 
From equations (4.2.1) and (4o2.2) we see that for k fixed the 
limiting distribution of  ^as n œ is the limiting distribution 
of Y, . as n -• ® . We see that the variance of Y, , is finite k,n,l k,n,l 
for any n > 2k since 
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1 "-k 2 k 
2 n-k k k 
~ t=k+i ilk jLk 
2 k k n-k „  ^ n-k  ^
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and this is bounded by 
( Z |a 1)2 (i Z c2) < o2(D2)(M) 
j=-k  ^ " t=l  ^
which is finite. We now define for t = k+1, , n-k 
yt, n,k = =t(bt, n,k) [Var(Yk, n,l)]"^ ' 
N,n,k .L 
SO that 
Defining 
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. ,!îLiZk,nJ 
K,n max p 2 -, ' 
t=k+l,...,n-k  ^ t,n,k 
we see that as n -» m for fixed k, since 
<n 
max 
k*l<t<n-k 
-1 
i ki-Ï^ Kn-k <n . 4+i)< ,2 aj)[Var(yk,n,ll] 
i=-k j=;-k 
-1 
4^ j=-œ 
z oil 
i=l 
1 ^ 2 
0, for fixed k as n -» co . 
Letting (^') be the distribution function for the random variable 
n k' can write for any e > 0 
n-k 
2 C J y^ dP" ^ (y)] 
t=k+l |y|>e '  
n-k 
Z [ 
t=k+l {•=> 
/ 
2 ^  
t,n,k 
y^ (^ k,n,lb 
dF^ (e)] 
t,n,k 
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< {—) sup { J e^ dF (e) } 
O t=l, 2 , . . .  ,  
K,n 
•>0, as n °= , 
by the assumption on the since  ^gets large as n 
and e is greater than zero. 
Therefore, the conditions of the Lindeberg Central Limit 
Theorem (Lemma 2.2) are met and we have that the distribution of 
n-k 
t=Ll 
converges to that of a standardized normal variate. A standardized 
normal variate is a random variable with a normal distribution, 
a zero mean, and a variance of one. It follows then for fixed k 
that Y, , converges in distribution as n - to that of a normal 
rC,li,x 
random variable with mean zero and variance equal to 
2 k k n-k 
" -.a. E c .c .] 
iïl iL. jL. 'i'j 
ilk jik " t=Li " 
2 k k 
= a 2 S a a C(|i-j|) = a (k) . 
i=-k j=-k 
Therefore, condition (ii) of our Lemma 2.1 is satisfied, since the 
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limiting distribution of Y, is the same as that for Y, .. jK ) n xC^n^x 
If we let F^ (') be the distribution fimetion of a normal 
2 
variate with zero mean and variance a (k), then we cam say that 
F^ (z) F(z) as k -• 00 for all real z if we denote F(«) to be the 
distribution function for a normal variate with a zero mean and 
variance equal to 
lim a^ (k) = E Z a^ a. C( |i-j|) 
lo* 00 i=- 00 j=— œ 
= £ C(h) 2 a a 
h=- 00 J=- CO 
= T . 
2 2 
We can see that T is finite since it is bounded by a (D )C(0), 
which is finite by assumption. Therefore, condition (iii) of 
Lemma 2 is also met and it follows that as n œ converges in 
distribution to the above normal distribution, or that 
W^ i-N(0,T). // 
A simple extension of Theorem 3 gives us a multivariate central 
limit theorem. The error structure remains the same as for the uni­
variate case while the sequence [c^ ] becomes a sequence of real 
vectors. It is actually the multivariate version that we will invoke 
when examining asymptotic normality. 
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COROLLARY 3.1; 
Let [Z^ ] be the generalized linear process as assumed in 
Theorem 3. Let be a sequence of p-dimensional vectors such 
that 
1 n-|h| 
®t = ("tl V '  n btitt+|h|,ji as n 
where 0 < B(0;j,j) < °° , and 
lim 
I^ oo 
where i,j =1, ... , p. Define 
" yz t=i • 
Then (0,Z), where 
(E). , = I B(h;i,k)Y„(h), i,k=l,...,p. 
h=—  ^
Proof: We can use 2c.4(xi) of Rao (1965, p. 103). Let 
... , Xp be any real numbers. We first see that 
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is by Theorem 3 asymptotically normally distributed with mean 
zero and variance 
2 00 0° _ T p 
a 
h: =-m J=-m n-»a> t=l k=l 1=1 ' '' 
= É Ë X.\, E B(h;i,k)[ Z a.a. ] . 
i=l k=l h=-oo • j=_œ J J " 
P P 03 
We next let the random vector X = (X^ , ... , X^ )^  have a multi­
variate normal distribution such that for i, k = 1, ... , p 
E(X^ ) = 0 
and 
Cov(X.,X^ .) = 
= a^ {B(0;i,k) S a? + E [B(h;i,k) 
j=-œ h=l 
+ B(h;k,i)] 2  ^a. ] 
j=-œ  ^^  
Then 
P 
2. ^ k^ k k=l 
is normally distributed with mean zero and variance 
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P P  q P P ,  ° ° 2  
Z s Xikk(Z)i k = O 2 S[[B(0;i,k) S a 
i=l k=l ^ ^  i=l k=l j=-œ J 
+ 2 [B(h;i,k) + B(h;k,i)] 2 ] X-X^  
h=l j=- œ J J "  ^^  
2 P P CO 00 
= a 2 2 x.x, 2 B(h;i,k) 2 a.a 
i=l k=l h=-o° j=_œ  ^^  
We have now 
p , 1 " -, -t p 
s Ik t-p "tk y ''k\ . 
k=l ^n t=l k=l 
so that by Rao (1965) the limiting distribution of 
exists and is the same as that of X = (X^ , ... , X ). // 
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V. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF ORDINARY 
LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATORS 
A. The Strong Consistency of {6^ } 
In Chapter IV we developed preliminary theorems which will be 
used in this chapter to examine the asymptotic properties of our 
simple least squares estimators. We are considering the model 
= g(x^ ;0Q) + z^ , t=i, 2 ,  . . .  ,  
where [y^ ] is the sequence of observations, [ ] is an unobservable 
time series, {x } is a fixed sequence such that x.eXCR^ j g(') is a 
t J 
known function of x and G, and 0^ is the true but unknown parameter 
value contained in the space 0c R^ . Further assumptions will be 
made upon the components of this model as we progress. We have 
defined 
0^ (6) = ^  Z [y^  -
A 
and designated [8^ ] to be the sequence of simple least squares 
A 
estimators, so that for each n 6_ is the function of [y^ , ... , y^ } 
such that 
CL(8) • 
GeG 
We are able to construct these functions, or estimators, due to 
Lemma 5.1 below. This is exactly Lemma 2 of Jennrich (1969) aind 
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also allows us to say that the estimators are measurable. 
LEMMA 5.1: 
Let $(') be a real valued function on 0x& where 0 is a compact 
subset of a Euclidean space and 6 is a measurable space. For each 
9 in 0 let i]r(0,y) be a measurable function of y and for each fixed 
y in £ let ^^ Q,y) be continuous in 0 on 8. Then there exists a 
A 
measurable function 0(*) that maps S into 0 such that for all y in £ 
A 
lit (6 (y) >y) = inf ill (0 ,y) • 
8 £0 
Proof: This is Lemma 2 of Jennrich (1969). // 
We now show that under the proper assumptions 0^ , the simple 
least squares estimator, is a strongly consistent estimator for 0^ . 
This theorem corresponds to Theorem 3 of Gallant (1971) and Theorem 
6 of Jennrich (1969). 
THEOREM 4; 
Consider the model 
y^  = g(x^ ;0^ ) + Z^ , t=l, 2, . 
Let [Z^  ] be a weakly stationary time series such that E(Z^ ) = 0 and 
E \y^ {h)\ = A <co , 
h=-oo 
where = Cov(Z^ ,Z^ |^^ |), and also fourth-order stationary to 
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the extent that 
°° I *, I * 
Z lYyfh)! = A < =, 
h=-« 
where - Cov(Z^ ,Z^ |^^ |). Let the function g(x^ ;8) be contin­
uous in 6 on 0, where 0 is a compact subset of R^ , and let x^ eXC R^ . 
Let g(') and {x^ ] be such that as n-» <» 
1 " 
- Z g(x ;e') g(x ;9") 
" t=l  ^ T: 
converges uniformly for all 6' and 6" in 0 and denote this limit as 
G(0'}9"). Assume also that 
has a unique minimum at 0 = 0^ . Then if { 0^  } is a sequence of 
simple least squares estimators, 
A 
0 - 8 a.So as n^  # 
n o 
and 
Q^ (8^ ) - Y2(0) a.s. as n-» œ. 
Proof; This proof is similar to that of Theorem 6 of Jennrich 
(1969). Consider 
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0^ (8) = ^  Z [g(Xt'8o) * 
= n [9(=t;«o) - 9(=t:9)]^  * n 4 
* f [9<V®o> -
= \(8) + =„<')• 
By assumption 
1 " ? 
A^ (8) = - Z [g(x^ ;e) - g(x_^ ;B^ )] - Q(6) 
t=l 
uniformly in 6 on 0. Since the assumptions of Corollary 1.3 are 
met we have that 
4 " ^Z<°) " " 
for all [z^ ] except those on a set S^ , where Prob {S^ } = 0. Since 
the function [g(x^ ;6) - g(x^ ;0^ )} is continuous in 8 on 8, as n ° 
1 " 
- E [g(x^ ;e') - g(x^ ;e^ )][g(x^ ;e") - g(x^ ;0^ )] 
t=l 
converges uniformly for all 0' and 0" in 0. As {z^ j meets the 
conditions of Theorem 2, 
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1 " 
Cn(e) = - Z^ Cg(x^ ;e) - g(x^ ;e^ )] - 0 as n 
uniformly for 0 on 0 for all {z^ ] except those on a set S^ , where 
Probfs^ l = 0. Therefore, 
0^ (8) - Q(8) + Yz(0) 
uniformly in 9 as n-> œ for all {Z^ } except those on S^ US^ , where 
ProbfS^ JSg) =0, so that the convergence is almost sure. 
•K- A A 
Define 0 to be a limit point of [8^ ] and let {0^ } be a sub-
 ^ t 
sequence of [9j^ ] that converges to 0 . Since Q(0) is continuous and 
Q (0) converges uniformly for all 0 in®, then 
n 
Q„ (e„ ) - Q(8*) +Y_(0) as T- œ 
"T T 
iut by the definition of a least squares estimator. 
5 \(8o) 
"T 
= ^  [^ t - 9(=t:*o)]' 
T t=l 
1 ^ 2 
— Z Z . (5.1.1) 
"T t=l 
Taking limits on both sides of equation (5.1.1), for T going to 
infinity, we see that 
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Q(8*) + Yz(0) < 7^ (0) . 
This means that Q(9 ) = 0 since Q(*) is a non-negative function. 
Since we assumed that Q(6) has a unique minimum at 0 = 6^ , then 
* . . * 0 = 0^ . This holds for any of the limit points 9 we may have 
A 
chosen, so the limit of the sequence [0^ ] is 0^  and it is unique. 
Recalling that this is for any not in S^ USg, we have that 
A 
0 -* 8 a.s. asn-»oo. 
n o 
For any [z^ ] not in S^ US^  we have 
Qn(Gn) " 0(Go) + Yz(°) n - =. 
Since Q(0q)=O it follows that Q^ (8^ ) -* a-.s. as n // 
Hannan (1971) considers the strong consistency of his estimators 
in his Theorem 3. His estimator, say 6(0,n), is the value of 0 in 
0 that minimizes the quantity 
n-1 
0(0,n;8) = - Z + ) + I (n,(u ;0) 
* t=0 y 9 T: 
- 2 f(I ;8))] , y , y u 
where 0(\) is a continuous, even, and positive function for X on 
the closed interval [OSTT]; also 
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= 2^ 1^^ 9k(G) I 
I (n,w) = ^  [ Z Z g.(6) e"^ ]^ , and 
Y,9 ^ k=l j=l  ^
UJt = > t=0, 1, ... , n-1. 
He also specifies that his [z^  } time series sequence is the general 
linear process that we used in our Theorem 3. 
If we let 0(X)=1 for all values of X we see that Q(0,n;8)=Q^ (8), 
A 
so that then 9(0,n) is our simple least squares estimator 6^ . If 
the spectral density function of the [Z^ } process, is known 
1 =1 
CXll^ -i &Li-Ll-CXy pus J. UJLVtS J LliC iid VLtJL CIJ. J.WJL ]U \, " } WC JL ^  \ 'Jm 
Hannan points out that such a choice is optimal (to minimize the 
A, 
variance in the limiting distribution of 9(0-n))= In general we 
do not Icnow the spectral density function. Hannan states that 
f^ t") can be replaced by a suitable estimator in those situations 
where the spectral density function is rational, i.e., has a finite 
number of unknown parameters. For the general case, though, this 
method does not necessarily give the desired results. In Section 
A of Chapter VI we will consider the consequences of letting 
be a Fourier transform of the [Z^ ] process when f^ f") is not restric­
ted to be rational. 
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B. The Asymptotic Normality 
In order to show the asymptotic normality of the ordinary 
least squares estimators we need stronger assumptions than those 
of Theorem 4. In particular we will restrict the time series {Z^ } 
to a generalized linear process such as that considered in Theorem 
3 of Chapter IV. We also assume that 6^  is an interior point of 
the compact set 0 and make additional assumptions about the 
existence and continuity of the first-order and second-order partial 
derivatives of the function g(*). These partial derivatives are 
taken with respect to the elements of the p-dimensional vector 9. 
We let 8j be the element of 0 and define for r, s=l, ... , p 
g(x^ ;8) and 
g(x^ !e) . 
r s 
Several regularity conditions on and y(-) will alsu be needed 
in this section. 
___ A 
Before shewing the asymptotic normality of (8^ -8^ ) } we 
A 
consider the order in probability of Most of the work 
needed to show the asymptotic normality is contained in the proof 
A _1, 
that [0-0 1 is 0 (n in Theorem 5. These results are given as 
'•no-' p^ ' 
two theorems since several assumptions are needed for Theorem 6 
that are not needed for Theorem 5, The order in probability result 
requires only the process of Theorem 4, while proof of asymp­
totic normality requires that the error sequence be a generalized 
linear process. Several regularity conditions on [x^ } and the 
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first-order partial derivatives of g(*) are also needed in the 
proof of Theorem 6. 
THBOREM 5; 
Consider the model 
- 9(^ 5^6^ ) + ) t=l, 2, ... . 
Let [z^ ] be a weakly stationary time series such that E(Z^ ) = 0 and 
00 
Z I Yz(h) 1 = A < CO , 
h=- 00 
where - Cov(Z^ ,Z^ |^^ |). Also let [Z^ ] be such that 
I *, V I * Z  l Y z ( h )  I  =  A  <  = ,  
h=- 00 
* 2 2 
where Y^fh) = Cov(Z^ , Zt+|h|)' true, but unknown, parameter 
value 6^  is an interior point of the compact set ScRp, The function 
g(«) is continuous in 9 on 0 and is such that and 
exist and are continuous in 6 on 0 for all r, s=l, ... , p. Let 
n ( m \ anH + V>o f i vArl comionr'o f v 1 ciir'Vj +V>a+ nt-in 1 tr "frxir all 
9' and 9" in 0 the following limits exist and are finite for r, 
S— Xj y pî 
1 " 
G(9»,9") = lim [- S g(x^;e') g(x^;9")]; 
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gj^ j(e') = lim [i 2 ;6') ;0')]; 
n-œ " t=l ^ ^ 
and 
G^ '^^ e^se") = lim E '®^ x^ ;0")] . 
n-»oo t=l 
Assume also that 
n  ^
Q{0) = lim [ Z [g{x^ ;e) - g(x^ ;0^ )} ] 
n -< œ t= 1 
has a unique minimum in 0 at 0 = 6^  and that the p x p matrix 
A(0^ ) with (r,s)^  ^element given by g|g|(9o^  nonsinguiax. Then 
A 
if [0^ ] is a sequence of simple least squares estimators, 
ên - «o = °p(:F> • 
\/n 
Proof ; By the construction of the sequence [0 } we know that 
A 
for a given n, if 8^  is an interior point of 8 ; then for r=l. . . p 
6 0  
= [y^ - g(x^;0^)] [-g(^)(x^;9^)]. (5.2.1) 
since g(x^ ;0) and ç/^ )(x^ ;0) are continuous functions in 0 on 0, we 
can use a form of the mean value theorem to expand the function of 0 
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in equation (5.2.1) about 9^ ; 
 ^Z g^ ^^ (x^ ;e)[y^ -g(x^ ;e)] = ^  Z (x^ ;eo)[y^ -g(x^ 5eQ)] 
n 
t=l " t=l 
+ z (Sg-Qos^^n ^ g^^^(5î.;6')[-9^®^(x^;e')] 
S=1 s °s " t=l 
+ ^  Z 9(^ '^ )(Xt;@')[yf-9(Xf;8')]},8 in 8, (5,2,2) 
" t=l  ^  ^  ^
where 0 is the element of the p-dimensional vector 0 and 
OS o 
0 ' is a vector in ©such that II 8 ' II ||6-8^ || and ||8 ' -61| < |l6-8j|» 
where 
l|0|| = [ z e^ ]\ 
k=l 
Combining equations (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) above gives for 6^  an 
interior point of 0 and for r=l, ... , p 
t=l S=1 
th r 
where 0 is the s element of the 0 vector, 0 is such that 
ns n n 
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3^ (r,s)(g) _ 1 2 ;6) g(^ )(x ;8) 
n " t=l ^ ^ 
E g(^'^)(x^;6) [y^-g(x^;6)] 
By a form of the mean value theorem we can write for r, s=l, 
1 Z [g(^ )(x ;8^ ) - g(^ )(x ;8 )]^  
n t=l " ^ ° 
"t— 1 J— 1 
2 2 I |9^ j-9ojKïï 3=1 t=l 
1  ^ /.. _ \  ^1 
— r \ X I , 
X I- 6 19- •Ix+iOnJJ ; 
" t=l " 
= Op(l)Op(l)Op(l), 
since 8^ is some element in 0 such that ll8^-9^11< 11 8 -S^ljand 
n n n o n 
I I A A II ^ I I f\ ^ I I ^ 1 1. f- A ]- / /\ ]r A^\# _ _ _ 1_ 
19^.-9 . I is O (1) since ||0^-0 11 < l|9 -6 11 and [0 ] is consistent I nj oj ' P n o" " n o" n 
for 0 • Likewise we could show that 
o 
^ r 2 P 
Z [g(x+;6n) - " o as n - , 
t=l ^ ° 
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Therefore, for r, s=l, ... , p 
"n s''''®'(x^ ;e^ )(Z^ +[g(x^ ;e„)-g(x^ ;6^ )])l 
t=l 
t=l t=l 
t=l t=l 
(è S z [9(x+;8_)-g(x+;8^ )]^ >^  
"t=i " " "t=i "  ^ " 
+ Z Z,g(::' = )(x,;8^ )| 
t=l 
= °p(l) lè 2 Z^ gf'' = î(x^ i6;)i. 
By Theorem 2 we can say that 
t=l 
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( Il S ^ is also Op(l), since ' (x^ ;0) is continuous in 0 on 0 and 
G(^  '(0 ' ,0") exists uniformly for all 0 * ajid 0" in 0. We can 
now write 
t=l 
P (r) ,Q \ 
—y g; ( (0 ) as n œ , (s)' o' 
Letting G(x^ ;0) denote the p-dimensional vector with r^  ^
element (x^ ;0) and letting A^ (0^ ) be the p x p matrix with 
element (r,s) equal to (0, equation (5.2.3) can be 
written as 
ÏÏ Ji°(V8o' t^- VC'-tV o^l =°-
Vve are now able to write for those n such that 9^  is an interior 
point of © 
/T [6^ -0^ ] =/r I '[8n-6o] + ^  ®n^ ®n^ n^ ^^ ""t'^ o^  t^ 
- • [8n-Go]  ^
= v/Jr [I - B^ (e*) • A^ (0%)] [0^ -0J 
* ^ 1 " 
+ B (6 ) [— z G(x ;0 )-Z ] , (5.2. 
" " \/% t=l  ^ o  ^
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where we define 
B„(e*) = , if det, {A^ (e*)}> o 
= 0 , otherwise. 
* P Since we showed that A (0 ) -• A(G ) as n -• œ aind since the deter-
n^  n'  ^ o' 
minant and cofactors of a matrix Eire continuous functions of the 
elements of a matrix, we can use Theorem 5 of Tucker (1967^  104) 
to show that as n -• œ 
det {Aj^ (e*)} ^  det } . 
Since det {A(6^ )] > 0, we have that 
8^ (8*) ^  [A(0^ )]"'^  as n - CO, 
from which ix follows Ihixi 
ySr [I . B^ (8*)A^ (8*)] s 0 as n -> C O .  
A 
From Theorem 4 in Chapter IV we have that [6^ -8^ ] -* 0 a.s. as n -, œ , 
so that the first term on the right-hand side of equation (5.2.4) 
is Op(l). 
To examine the second term on the right-hand side of equation 
(5.2.4) we pick an e > 0. Letting and M ^  be such that for all 
n > N; 
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n < 9(^ (^8o) + c 
and 
[(A)(g|^ j(0o) +G )/e ]^ < Mg , 
then by Chebyshev's inequality for all n > 
Prob [|-^  E Z^ g(r)(x^ ;8^ ) |> m^ ] 
\/n t=l 
< (&;)2 E[-l= z Ztg(r)(Xt:eo)]2 
\/n t=l 
1 2 ^ 1 /T\ f r ^ 
[A(9fr\(8o) + )^/^  ] 
\ -  /  ^  
< e . 
Therefore, the p x 1 vector 
2 G(x ;0 )Z is 0 (1). 
\/^  t=l Î o  ^ P 
It then follows that the right-hand side of equation (5.2.4) is 
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G (1), since we have shown that B (0 ) •? [A(6 )] ^  from which it 
'' n^  n' .  ^ o' 
follows that B (9 ) is 0 (1). 
n' p^  ' 
A 
We now need to consider the probability that 9^  is an interior 
point of 0, since that was the condition needed to obtain equation 
(5.2.4). Set e > 0. Since 0^  is an interior point of 8. there 
exists some 5 such that ||9 -9 ' || < ô implies 9' is also an interior 
A 
point of 0. Since as n-» œ 0 -* 0 a.s*, there exists an N _ such 
n o '  G j ô  
that ^ 0^ -0g|^ < 6/2 with probability greater than 1-e for all 
n > N c• Therefore, we have that for n > N  ^
e,6 e,ô 
A 
Prob [0^  not an interior point of©] < e . 
Since s is arbitrary we can conclude that 
A 
Prob [9^  is an interior point of©] 1 as n -* œ . (5.2.5) 
We can conclude, therefore, since the right-hand side of equation 
(5.2.4) is Op(l) and since the probability that equation (5.2.4) 
holds converges to 1 as n-• œ , that y^ n (g^ Q^^ ) is 0^ (1)» // 
THEOREM 6; 
Consider the model 
= 9(Xt'8o) * ^ t' t=l, 2, 
Let{z^] be a generalized linear process such that 
t^ ^   ^j®t-j ' I I = D < " , j = =, 00 j = « rr> 
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and the [e^ ] are independent with E(e^ ) = 0 and E(e^ ) = a < 
and distribution functions {F^ } such that 
lim sup Jw^ dF^ (w) = 0. 
b-*œ t=l, 2, ... |w|>b 
Let g('), {x^ ]j 9QJ and 0 be as in Theorem 5. Also let g(-) and 
{x^ } be such that for h=0, ±1, ... and r, s=l, p 
n-|h| /g\ 
- g (*t+|h|:9o)"T(h:r,s) as n^ m, 
where 0 < T(0;r,r) < =°, and 
lim { V( E )^ } = 0 • 
n-»œ t=l 
Then if [9_}is a sequence of ordinary least squares estimators. 
\/n~ (0^ -8^ ) ^  Np(0,V) as n , 
where 
V = [A(9j,)]"" Q[A(6^ )]'" , 
[A(8o)](r.s) = Cïï 9(')(Xt!eo)g(s)(Xt;9o)]' 
ajid 
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2 Q/^ cA =  0 2 T(h;r,s) Z a.a. 
1=^5) h=_m j=_m : 
= Z Y2(h)T(h;r,s) . 
h=- 00 
Proof: From the proof of Theorem 5 we have that 
(ê„-e^ ) = [A(e^ )]-^  [n--2 2 G(x^ ;e^ )] 
+ (8^ (8%) - [Me„)]-'}t-p z G(x^ !e^ ) z^ ] 4. o (1) 
yn t=l 
1 1 " 
= [A(8 )]-^  [— E G(x ;0 ) Z ] + o (1) . (5.2.6) 
° t=l  ^°  ^ P 
The sequences [z^ ] and [g(x^ ;6^ )} satisfy the assumptions needed 
for Corollary 3.1, so that as n -• oo 
Z G(x ;8 ) Z £ N (0,Q) , 
/T t=l ^ ° ^ P 
2 " 
G(r,s) = * Yz(h) 
2 ra 00 
= a Z T(h; r,s) Z i^^ i+h 
h=-co jn-co 
Ill 
Therefore, as nœ 
[A(8 )] ^  [~ Z G(x ;8 ) Z ] - N (0,V) , 
v/ïT t=l  ^  ^ P 
where V = [A(0^ )] ^  Q [A(6^ )] By equation (5.2.6) the p-
dimensional random vector x/rT" (8^ -8^ ) has the same asymptotic 
multivariate normal distribution. // 
Theorem 4 of Hannan (1971) corresponds to our Theorem 6. 
Hannan shows that 
[6(0,n) - 8J - Np(0,C"^ B[C']"^ ) as n 
where 0(*) is his estimator that we defined in Section A of this 
chapter following Theorem 4, 
1 ÏÏ 
rrl - r an \ rJTT- n \ 
L-J(r,s) ^ r\"/-(r,s)\^'"o/ ' 
and 
.1 " 
where F(*) is such that 
™ 1 |h| . . . . 
_(•= = lim [- 9(Xt;e)g(s)(Xt+|h|;e)] 
n -• 00 
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Hannan uses assumptions (A.) and (B.) that we gave in the discus­
sion following Corollary 2.1 in Section A of Chapter IV, that 6^  is 
an interior point of 0, and the following assumptions: 
(C.) g(x^ ;6) is twice differentiable and the limits of 
1 1^ 1 {r1 fs") ' 
n ® s (*t+|h|:8 ) 
and 
exist uniformly for all h and for all 0' eind 9" in©; and 
-t  ^ 2 
(D.) Q(8) = lira (- S [g(x^ ;e)-g(x^ ;e^ )] ) 
n-»co t=l 
has a unique minimum on 0 at 0 = 0^ . 
Hannan also states at the beginning of his article that 0 is 
compact and g(x^ ;9) is continuous in Q, although he does not 
spccify these assumptions for each theorem. The conuiiiuily aâiu 
compactness are needed though, since he claims that his theorem 
can be proved virtually the same as Theorem 7 of Jennrich (1969). 
Hannan (1971) gives in his Theorem 5 the limiting distribution 
^ — 1 
of 0(^ ,n) when ^ (X) = f"^  (X). The covariance in the limiting dis­
tribution is then the inverse of the p x p matrix 
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J dF(v;e^ ) , 
-TT 
~ th ~ 
where F(=) has (r,s) element F, \(°)» In Chapter VI we will 
find that the two-step estimators that we develop there have this 
same limiting distribution. 
Co A Consistent Estimator for 
In this section we discuss an estimator for the spectral 
density function f^ (.)e This estimator, based on the simple least 
A 
squares estimator will be used in the two-step procedure pre­
sented in Section B of the next chapter. We consider 
A ^ A 
f(n;v) = (2rT)' E w(r/K )cos(vr)Y(n;r) , 
MS, 
where for r=0, 1, ... , K_ 
Ç(nir) = Z [yt-g(Xt;ê, 
ajid is a sequence of integers such that and K^ /n -• 0 
as n -* 00. The function w(«) is continuous and further specified 
in Theorem 7. This estimator is called a windowed spectral estima­
tor and is a weighted linear combination of the estimated auto-
covariances. The asymptotic properties of estimators analogous to 
f(n;v) using deviations from the sample mean have been discussed, 
for example, by Parzen (1957) and Anderson (1971). 
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THEOREM 7: 
Consider the model 
= 9(^ 5^6^ ) + 2^ »^ t=l, 2, ... , 
where {Z^ ] is a weakly stationary time series such that E(Z^ ) = 0 
and 
CO 
Z l Y z (H)| = A< = , 
h=- 00 
where = E(Z^ Z^ ^^ ). Assume also that {z^ } is fourth-order 
stationary and such that S S I! 1k (h,r,s) | = A < «> , where 
h r s 
+ Vz(l>)Y2(s-r) + Yz(r)Yz(h-s) 
+ Yz(s)Yz(h-z) • 
Assume that g(') is continuous in 8 on 0 , where 0 is a compact 
suuspace of R^ , and that 6^  is an interior point of y. Assume 
f !C ^ that the first-order and second-order partial derivatives (°) 
( r S % 
cind ' (•) exist and are continuous in 0 on ©. Let g(*) and 
the fixed sequence [x^ ] be such that 
(i) uniformly in 6' and 0" the following limits exist and are finite 
for r, s=l, ... , p: 
-1 " 
G(e«50") = lira [n z g(x^;6')9(x^56")] 5 
n-» œ t=l 
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= lim [n"l Z ' 
n-.= t=l 
and 
G(^ 'S)(8',8") = lira [n"^  Z (x^ jG'(x^ jS")] 5 
n-*co t=l 
1 " 9 
(ii) 0(9) = lim(n" E [g(x^ ;6)-g(x^ ;e^ )] ) 
n -* 00 t= 1 
has a unique minimum in 0 at 0 = 0^ ; and 
"th (iii) the p by p matrix A(0^ ) is non-singular, where the (r,s) 
element of A(6) is g|gj(6)u 
Let w(x) be a continuous even function for x in [-1,1] and such 
that w(0) = 1 and | w(x) j < M < <» for -1 < x < 1. Let fLf") be the 
spectral density function of the [z^ ] process and let {k^ } be a 
sequence of integers such that » and K^ /n -» 0 as n -* œ . Define 
K 
A 1 r 
f(n;v) = ^  Z w(~)cos(vr)Y(n;r) , 
r=-K n 
n 
where 
V(n:r) JJ[yt-9(>:ti0„)][y„|^ |-g(=<^ |^r|;9„)] 
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and {0 } is a sequence of ordinary least squares estimators. Then 
n 
for all V in [-TTJTT] 
P f(n;v) -« f^ fv) as n -œ 
Proof; We first write 
[f(n;v)-f2(v)] = [f(n;v)-f(n;v)] + [ffn^ vj-f^ fv)], (5.3.1) 
where 
f(niv) = (2n)"^  E "(r/K )oos(vr)Y(r) 
|r|<K„ 
and 
1 
Y(r) = — E t^^ t+r' r=0, 1, ... , n-1. 
By Theorems 9.3*3 and 9.3.4 of Anderson (1971) we have that the 
second term on the right-hand side of equation (5.3=1) is 0^ (1), 
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (5.3.1) is 
A ^ , A ^ 
f(n;v)-f(n;v) = ~ Z cos(vr)w(r/K )[Y (n;r)-Y(n;r)] 
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- 9(*t+|r| :8n)] * ^ t+|r|Cs'''t5®o>®(='t5e„)] (5.3.2) 
* [9(Xt!eo)-9(Xt:8n)][9(%t+|r| :8,^ -9(3:^ +1 ,.|;«n)] )• 
By twice applying a form of the mean value theorem to the first 
term on the right-hand side of equation (5,3.2) we get 
• Vê„3-8os> 5=1 
z cos(vr)w(r/K )[i 2 Z^ g^ ^^ (x , ,;e )] 
r|<K " " t=l ^  ° 
n 
" I iL =°s(vr)"(r/Kn) Is/ts'''"'''^ t+lrl 
q=l  ^  ^|r|<K^  t=l ' ' 
°p(T) • 
since the p+1 p-dimensional vectors [8°; 0^ . . s|^ } are all such 
A 
that II 6^ -6 II < II9 -9 || (and, therefore, such that 9^ -9 = o (1)) and 
" n o" n o" \ ' ' n o p^  ' ' 
J, :8o)] = 0(n'^ ) 
for r=0, 1; ooo ; n-1 and s=l; 0== , p. Similar methods can be 
used to show that the other two terms on the right-hand side of 
equation (5.3.2) are also 0^ (K^ /n), so that for all v in [-TT,Tt] 
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f(n;v) - f(n;v) = O^ CK^ n) 
" • // 
If we wish to modify the conclusion of Theorem 7 and say 
A 
that f(n;v) - f_(v) is O (n ) for some a > 0 we need to make 
L P 
several additional assumptions. We assume that w(') and 
are such that there exists a q > 0 for which 
Z |h|S " (5.3.3) 
h=- oo 
and 
lira = w <=0. (5.3.4) 
x-»0 Ixl^   ^
These regularity conditions on w(») and were discussed by 
Parzen (1957). 
Q 
We let = 0(n ) for some p such that 0 < p < 1. Since we 
will have a = min [ pq,3g(l-p ) ], we see that a is not maximized by 
letting p be near one. We need to reach a compromise since a large 
P increases the variance of f(n;v) and decreases its bias, while 
making p closer to zero has the opposite effect, 
COROLLARY 7.1; 
Consider the model and assumptions of Theorem 7. Assume also 
that for some q > 0 equations (5.3.3) and (5.3.4) hold. Then for 
all V in [^ TTJTT] 
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f(n;v) - f (v) = O ' 
 ^ F 
where = 0(nP), 0< p < 1, and a = min { ^ q, h{ 1-^  ) }. 
Proof: By Theorems 9.3.3 and 9.3.4 of Anderson (19^ 1) we have 
that the bias of f(n;v) is 0(K^ )^ and that its variance is 0(K /n). 
A 
From Theorem 7 we have that f(n;v) - f(n;v) is Op(K^ /n). Therefore, 
using equation (5.3.1), we have that for all v in [-TTJIT] 
f(n;v) - f (v) = O (n'PS) + 0 . // 
 ^ p p 
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VI. TWO-STEP ESTIMATORS 
A. A Two-Step Estimator Uiiing the 
Transformation Matrix . (n) 
In Section B of Chapter V we demonstrated that under certain 
regularity conditions the ordinary least squares estimator, when 
properly normalized, converges in distribution to a normal random 
variable. If we knew F, the variance-covariance matrix for the 
{z^ } process, we could use a generalized least squares technique 
to obtain an estimator of the parameter 0^ . Since we do not know 
the exact error structure we develop an alternative procedure that 
utilizes an estimator of the covariance structure. We will derive 
an estimator for 0^  with smaller variance than the ordinary least 
squares estimator. 
There is recent work in the field of linear regression for the 
case where the errors in the model are independent and have unequal 
and unknown variances. Jobson (1972) gives a review of the litera­
ture for the case where the unknown variances are a function of a 
finite number of parameters. A number of papers on this general 
topic have been stimulated by the method of MINQUE (minimum norm 
quadratic unbiased estimation) as advanced by Hartley, J. N. K. Rao, 
and Kiefer (1969) and C. R. Rao (1970). Fuller and J. N. K. Rao 
(1972) have considered estimation methods for situations in which 
the unknown variances are a function of parameters that increase in 
number as the sample size increases. The methods used, in these 
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linear regression models can be thought of as two-step regression 
techniques. The first step employs ordinary least squares regres­
sion; the second step uses the residuals from the ordinary least 
squares fit to estimate the variances. Finally these estimated 
variances are used in a generalized least squares fit. 
In Section B of Chapter II we discussed a transformation of 
the weakly stationary sequence which produced new random 
variables that are asymptotically uncorrelated. Furthermore, the 
resultant variables are such that the variances of "adjacent" 
variables are "nearly equal." This leads us to attempt to adapt to 
our nonlinear model the technique advanced by Fuller and Rao (1972). 
Fuller and Rao considered the model 
y = Xp + e, 
where e is nxl with elements e_.^ . (j=l, ... , k; i=l, ... , n^ .; 
k 
n = Z n . ) 
j=l 
that are normally and independently distributed with zero means 
2 
and variances Oy They further assume that 
2 2 2 (a) the variances are such that 0 < for all j 
cind the n^  are uniformly bounded as k gets large; and 
(b) the elements of X are uniformly bounded, lim (— X'X) ^  
n -• 00 
exists and is positive definite, and the matrix G exists and is 
positive definite, where G has (s,r)^  ^element 
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1 n. 
, . . - 1  :  
and 
n. n. 
= n"^  ê^ .., if n'^  2^  e^ . > A. 
: : i=i  ^ i=i  ^
= Aj , otherwise. 
The sequence {a^ } is suitably chosen such that A^ . > 0, and the 
set [e^ ]^ is the set of residuals from the simple least squares fit, 
I.e., e ji = yji- XjiP-
We again consider the n by n complex matrix defined in 
Section B of Chapter II to have as (r,s)^  ^element 
q = n-% e^ 2n(r-l)(s-l)/n , 5=1, 2, , n 
X ,S 
We recall that for = ^ (n)^ (n) = K(l), 
[ } is a weakly stationary time series, Cov{v^ ^^ ,^ 0 
for t / t' as n -• Œ and Var{v^ ^^ ]^ -2IT 2^^ n^(t)^   ^as n-^  Œ for 
A. ,,. — 1^1 ^ t—1 j/il, t—1, eeo 5 n. I^ et us defj-iie 
n(t) 
0 - T* Z (n) (n) (n) ' 
where is the n by 1 vector of residuals obtained from ordinary 
least squares as considered in Chapter V. Denote also 
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V) '«> = ^ ( „ )  %)(® '  
and 
*(n) = ^(n) y(n) ' 
where g^ 6^) is the n x 1 vector with t^  ^e..ement g(x^ ;9) and 
(^n) ~ (^ 1' ^ 2' *•* ' ^n)' will divide the first n integers 
into k groups such that the group has ly consecutive elements, 
i.e., the first group is {l, 2, ... , n^ } while group j is 
j-1 j 
f  Z  ^  l >  • • •  >  2  i  •  
i=l  ^ i=l  ^
We shall specify that n^ z^ 0(n"^ ) for ge(%,1), so that k = 0(n^ "^ ) 
We could specify that n. = m for all j=l, ... , k, but then we 
"l "8 
would be restricted to only those n and ra such that m = 0(n ) 
and such that there exists an integer k such that mk = n. 
We now define for j=l, ... , k 
n. 
-1 . A ,2 
n^(3) ° ' 
where = ("n(l.l)' "n(l,2) 
A A 
the sequence ff , .. } does not need to be bounded. Let V, . be the 
n(j)  ^ (n) 
n x n diagonal matrix with elements f ,the first n. elements 
"(j) .  ^
on the diagonal are f . the next n_ elements axe f and so 
forth. 
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We now define our two-step estimator, say 0^ , to be that 9 
in 0 such, that Q^ G^) is a minimum, i.e., 
min Q (9) = Q (8 ) , 
9 e© 
where 
1 n. 
-1  ^Z-1  ^
j=l i=il^ n(j,i)-hn(j,i)(G)l ' 
*(n) ' ^^n(l,l)' ^ n(l,2)' ' ^n(k,n^ )) ' 
and 
" ''^ 71(1,1)'®'" hn(l,2)(G) (^k.nj^ )' 
We first show that 0^  is a weakly consistent estimator for 
0^ . We will use several lemmas, the first of which considers the 
variances of 
n . 
. -1 I I 2 
'n(J) = 5  S E E  )  J N J  
where 
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"^ (n) " (^ n(l,l)' ^ n(l,2)' "• ' ^n(k,n^ )^  
A 
This sequence of estimators would be used in place of } in 
the estimation procedure if the sequence of errors [z^ , ... , 
was known. Such situations do not occur, but it is helpful to 
consider the asymptotic properties of such hypothetical estimators. 
We will use the following assumptions in Lemma 6.1: 
Assumption 1—[z^ ] is a weakly stationary time series such that 
03 
E |Yz(h)| = A < = , 
h=- CO 
where E(Z^ ) 5 0 and = B(Z^ Z^ |^^ |); 
Assumption 2—the covariance sequence of the {z^ } process is such 
that 
2  „  I =  o < r i < i ;  
|h!<n 
Assumption 3—{z^ J is fourth-order stationary and such that 
CD 
ZEE |%(h,r,s) I = A< m, 
h,r ,s=-œ 
where 
GfZtZt+hZt+r^ t+s) = %(h,r,s) + Yz(h)Yz(r_s) + Yz(r)Yz(h-s) 
+ Yz(s)Yz(r-h) • 
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LEMMA 6.1: 
Let [Z^ ] be such that assumptions 1, 3, and 3 hold. For 
j=l, ... , k let 
n . 
3 
1 "6 
where n" . = 0(n"*^  ) for some B in (0,1) aoid [v . . .. ] is the 
sequence of transformed random variables defined earlier. Then 
I 
for j,j =1, ... , k 
where v = min(p , 2r|). 
Proof; We first define the sequence ^^ }to be such that 
for j=l, ... , k and r=l, ... , n^ . 
Wn(j,r) = 
where N =0 and 
o 
j-1 
N. = E n for j=2, ,.. , k. 
 ^ 5=1 ® 
By definition we have for j,j'=l, ... , k 
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- G|Vn(j,r)l^  G|Vn(j',s)l^ ] 
"j "j' S 
 ^j " j ' n 
= (2rTn)'^ (n.n.,)"^  E Z Z Z Z Z 
r=l s=l q,t,u,v=l 
X [K(t-q,u-q,v-q) + yy{^ i'q)'i^ {v~t) + Yytv-qyy (u-t)] . 
We can see that 
" j " j » n 
n-2(n.n ,)-! z' £ Z E Ï E jj• ,3)^  
•' r=l s=l q,t,u,v=l 
X K(t-q,u-q,v-q) 
P 1 "j' n-|h| n-q n-q 
= Z Z Z Z Z Z %(h,n,u) 
•* •' r=l s=l |h|<n q=l m=l-q u=l-q 
-2 " 
< n" Z Z Z Z I K(h,in,u) 
q=l h m u 
= 0(n . 
Also 
w 
I I  
II 
3 
I 
to 
3 
II 
3 
I 
N) 
I 
to 
H 
II M S H* t_l. 
(1) D 
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-i 
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kO 
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"e 
EJ 
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H 
Il M 3 (-» <-1. 
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 ^ 3 
il M— 
M 3* 
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N 
'c 
I 
KO 
N 
? 
I 
r+ 
-M 
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Il M M LJ 
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M 
M 
>"3 
g M 
ti" 
M 
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i 
r 
M 
5 
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ï 
•û 
S 
r+ 
il M ? 
"i" 
-< 
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3 
CJ. 
H 
f 
< 
3 
1-1. 
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Z = y 2%u(n-t)^  for W / 0, ±2rr 
t=l t=l 
= n-|h| , for uu = 0, ±2rT . 
It follows then that for v = min { p ,2ri}both Var and 
Covff , f ,for j / j' are 0(n . From above it also 
n(j) ' n(]') 
follows that if j and j' are such that uu , . . + U) , . cannot 
n(j,r) n(j',s) 
equal 2n, than Covff^ j^^ , is 0(n~^ ) + 0(n"^ ) for j / j'. // 
We note that Lemma 6.1 could be slightly modified. Since 
|Y„(h)I = o(l) Z 
lh|<n n 
for Y (') absolutely summable (i.e., 2 Y (h) | < <»), we could drop 
h  ^ _ 
assumption 2 from Lemma 6.1 and conclude that Cov(f , , f , ) = 
 ^ n(j)' n{3/)' 
o(l). We also note that = 0(n"^  ) for some ^  in (0,1). We will 
not need to restrict ^  to the open interval (%,1) until later in 
this section. The assumptions on {n^ } and the other elements of 
the problem will be kept as general as possible until the more 
restrictive assiimntinns are needed. As this section progresses 
more restrictions must be placed upon the process until we 
assume in Theorem 10 (where asymptotic normality is discussed) that 
we have a generalized linear process. Regularity conditions on 
g(') and will also be added throughout this section. 
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LEMMA 6.2; 
Let [Z^ ] be such that assumption 1 holds. Let be the 
spectral density function of and define for j=l, ... , k 
'n(j) " ' 
~ 1 B 
where ^ (^j) previously defined with ry = ©(n""^ ), 0 < g < 1. 
Then 
where the sequence [uj . . . } is as previously defined. If we 
further assume that Y^ C") is such that assumption 2 holds and 
Ç |Y (h)| = 0(n-") 
|h|>n 
for some a in (0,1), then 
-A 
[|fn( j )  - ^ z('"n( J,r)'P = 0(n- ) 
J 
where A = ( 1-p ) min [ a ,ri}. 
rrooi: we see xn&i lor j=x 9 • • • f 
n . 
J . _I. n 
= (2nn.)-l Z In"^  Z z e%<t-l)Wn(j,r) 
r=l t=l 
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n . 
(2rTn.)"^  Z 2 Ygfh) e^ n^(j,r) 
J r=l |hj<n  ^ " 
n . 
J 
"j ^ = 1  y%(j,r)) " ^ n,j ' 
where 
n . 
3 
n^,j 
-1 
r=l " |h|>n 
iixi) {2nn.) " E [ , ? Ygfh) e "'n(j,r) 
+ , Z  ^Y (h)e^ n(j,r)] . 
IM<n 
Therefore, for all j=l, ... , k and s=l, 
n . 
-l 1 . -1 2^ j-^ ih2rr(r-s)/n 
h=-a> "  ^ r=l 
- e^ n^(j,s) I + |R . 
u,  J  
n . 
J 
<, Z |Yz(h) I Z' |h(r-s)/n | (B') 
|h|<k  ^  ^ r=l 
lY.fh)! 
|Yz(h)| (B") + o(l) 
|h|<k 
= o(l) , 
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where B' amd B" are appropriate constants. We have used above 
the equality; 
e^  ^= 1 + ty - + S(y), 
2 
where S(y) < y and y is any real; we can ".hen write 
n. 
J 
, 2 I Yz(h) I n-^  £ I 
h <k  ^ r=l 
< Z (y (h)|n"^  ^Z [2n|h(r-s)/n| + 6|nh(r-s)/n|^ ] 
|h|<k  ^r=l 
n . ] 
n . 
< , ? |Yz(h)||b| 2^  r/n] (B*) |h|<k  ^  ^ r=l 
< , 2 |Yz(h)| |h| k-\B") . 
h <k 
We can modify this lemma by including the two additional 
assumptions upon the sequence Then 
(j,s) ' 
= 0(n"^ ) , 
where 
A = (1-P) min {a,ri]. // 
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If we assume that f^ t") is completely bounded away from 0, 
i.e., 
Assumption 4—0 < c < f^ fv) < C < ^ for ali_ v in [0,2rr] , 
then it follows from Lemma 6.2 that for n sufficiently large 
(i) fn(j) < C + % , and 
We will use (i) and (ii) above in Lemma 6.3. We will also need 
several additional assumptions: 
Assumption 5— i s  a  f i x e d  s e q u e n c e ,  t h e  f u n c t i o n  g ( « )  i s  
continuous in 0 on 8, 8 is a compact subspace of p-dimensional 
Euclidean space, and 9^  is an interior point of 0; 
Assumption 6—the first-order and second-order partial derivatives, 
g^  (•) and g^  ' (•), exist and are continuous in 6 on 0 ; 
Assumption 7—g(*) and [x^ ] are such that uniformly in 0' and 6" 
on 0 the following limits exist and are finite for r, s=l, ... , p: 
-1 " (i) G(8',8") = lim [n Z 9(x^ ;8')g(x^ ;8")] ; 
n -, œ t=l 
(ii) g|^ \(8') = lim [n"^  Z (x 56')g^ ®^ (x ;e« )] ; 
n-co t=l  ^
and 
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(iii) = lim [n-1 Z g(=^ s)(x .Q.jgfZ'S);* . 
n-«oo t=l 
Assumption 8—g(*) and are such that 
- 1  "  ?  
0(0) = lira (n E [g(x^ ;e)-g(x^ ;e^ )] ) = 0(8,0) 
n-.oo t=l 
- 2G(8,8o) + 
has a unique minimum in 0 at 0 = 0^ ; 
Assumption 9—the matrix A(9^ ) is nonsingular, where 
" 9(2)(8) for r, s=l, p. 
LEMMA 6.3; 
Consider the model 
= g(x^ ;e^ ) + Z^ , t=l, 2, ... , 
where assumptions 1 through 9 hold. Assume also that r] > % in 
assumption 2 and n^  ^= 0(n"^ ) for p in {h,l) • Then 
(a) nax I 
1 1 (b) Prob [min 1 as nœ ; 
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(c) Prob [max {f 1 as n ; and 
j "13) c 
(d) = °p(i) • 
Proof: We can write 
where 
"j . 2 
G n ( j )  =  . Z ;  I  h n ( j , i ) ' * n )  "  ' ' n U . i ) ' V l  
and 
n . 
1 J  ^ -jt 
D - f Ortr, V Th fH \_h fH \1 w 
n(j) L-n(j,i)\-o' n(j,i) 
We first note that 
k "j 
j=l u=l 
n n 
n Z Z _ 
t=l v=l j=l u=l 
9(Xt;8) 9(x^ ;6) 
% z [9(Xt:G)]^  ' 
" t=l 
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since 
t=l 
= 0, h=±l, ... , ±(n-l) . 
It follows then since E , > 0 for all j that 
n(j) -
n . 
J 
< [nl^ ] (n) 2^  [g(x^ ;e^ ) - g(x^ ;8^ )] ' )  
= 0(n^  Op(n"^ ) 
= Op(""^ ) • 
This is because 
n P 
n" E Cg(x ;e) - g(x ;8 )] 
t=l  ^  ^° 
T-N'%-y--f-î'->l T/-V o /-v-f /-\ V/~k-r- O 3 + Û — Ù a Tirl 
o 
9 =6 + 0 (n from Theorem 5, so that the conditions of 
n o p\ ' 
Corollary 5.1.6 of Fuller (1971a) are met. Also 
""f I i=i[^ n(j,i)(Go)-hn(j,i)(*n)]Vn(j,i) 
n . 
J 
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< max [n;^ ](n)Az [9(x.;8,) - g(x ;0 )]M Z 
j  ^ "t=l t=l 
p' ' p = 0(n 0^ (n"^ ) 0 (1) 
1,0 
= Op(n^ " ) 0, as n -» CO , 
since ^  It follows that 
" °p 
Using equation (6.1.1) we have 
Pr [min 2(^ ] 
< Pr [max [f^ j^j}> (C + 1) ] 
+ Pr [m^  > C + 1] , (6.1.2) 
where we have shown above that i-ae second Leiiii uii the riyht-hanu 
side of equation (6.1.2) goes to 0 as n . The first term on 
the right-hand side of equation (6.1.2) is for n sufficiently large 
Pr [m^  > C+l] < Pr 
138 
< (4) Z [(A') n"^  + (A") n"^ ] 
j=l 
= 0(n^ ~^  + 0(n^  ^ )-»0, asn->oo, 
since ^  > h and r\ > Ht from Lemma 6.1 A' and A" are appropriate 
constants, and from Lemma 6.2 for all n sufficiently large 
(C + 1 - > % • 
Set G > 0. Then from above we can say that 
Wl'tl'i proljo.uixIL'Ly ulidai ^ sinCfci 
max [f - f = o (1) and c> 0. 
J " W / \ w* / jr 
Also 
Pr [m^  - §)-^ ;> 3/-] 
= Pr [min { f^ j^^  - §] < c/s] 
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I' •>-
= 0(n^ -^ ) + 0(n^ "^ "P) 
< G/2 , 
2c for n sufficiently large, where we used the fact that f^ ^^  ^>  ^
for n sufficiently large. Since e was arbitrary we have 
 ^T 
Pr [max ff". ..}< 3/—] ->1 as n -• co. j nij; c 
The last part of this lemma follows directly from parts (a) 
and (c) of this lemma and from Lemma 6.1 since 
= 0p(l)0(l)Op(l). // 
Our next lemma is analogous to a lemma by Malinvaud (1970b; 
p. 959) . The assumptions we make that allow us to show the we ale 
consistency of our two-stage estimator may seem rather artificial 
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in the present formulation of our problem. We will see their 
usefulness in Theorem 8. 
LEMMA 6.4; 
Let {Z^ } be such that assumption 1 ho.ds. Define 
k " • 
k " • 
and 
Tn(G) + Tn(8) 
"n(8) = 
2Hn(G,6o) 
AcroTiTno "Fot" n m r Q n r-v r»/^ 1- o r>y-*-f-n-r* n r-> Q 
o' 
0 is compact: 
(i) Prob [inf H (6,6 ) > O] 1, as n -<co , (6.1.3) 
GeS " ° 
/ n n \ r ^ T^-\ 11 / Û \  ^}••<'] —» O C — i —. /A 1 
GeS 
J X J, w  ^  ^ V y w «-*.0  ^ » JL. , -± y 
Then 
— p 
6 -.0 as n -• œ 
n o 
where 8^  ^is that value of 8 in 8 that minimizes 
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Proof; The proof of this lemma follows nearly step-by-step 
the proof of the similar lemma in Malinvaud (1970b; p. 959). The 
main difference is that our H (9,6 ) is a random variable while 
n^  ' o' 
Malinvaud's analogous function is not. // 
THEOREM 8; 
Consider the model 
y^  = g(x^ ;e^ ) + Z^ , t=l, 2, ... , 
where assumptions 1 through 9 hold. Assume also that r] > % in 
assumption 2 and n^ .^  = 0(n~^ ) for ^  in (%,1). Then 
P 9 8 as n -* CO ; 
where 6^  is that value of 6 in 0 that minimizes 
k " • 
Proof: Due to Lemma 6.4 we need only show that equations 
(6.1.3) and (6.1.4) hold for any closed set S in 0 not containing 
9 . For such a set S 
o 
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k " 
inf 5„(6.9,) > min inf 
-\u,i)'Vl'] 
> (2[C+l])"^  inf (i S [g(x ;8) - g(x ;e )]^ ) 
eeS " t=l  ^  ^° 
with probability going to 1 as n gets large by Lemma (6.3). Since 
S is compact, Q(6) has a unique minimum on 0 at 0 = 0^ , and Q(0) 
is continuous there exist real numbers L^  and L^  such that 
0 < L^  < Q(0) < Lg < m for all 0 in S. It follows then that for 
n sufficiently large 
inf Z [g(x 59) - g(x ;0 )]^ ) > L . 
9es " t=l  ^ ° 
Therefore, equation (6.1.3) holds. 
Let us now partition S into N sets, say {s^ , ... , S^ }, 
where N is finite and independent of n. We then need only show 
that u^ (@) as defined in Lemma 6.4 is uniformly small on each 
S^ , since 
_ N _ 
Pr [sup u (6) > %] < Z Pr [sup u (0) > %] . 
0eS r=l 0eS^  
First pick any 6 > 0. Then choose a partition and a set of 
points, say ... j such that for r=l, ... , N Ct^ eS^  
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amd for all 6 in 
lim n"^  E [9(xt;e)-9(x,.:a;)]2 < (6.1.5) 
n-» 00 t=l 'Zy ' \  ^ '/ 
We note that this partitioning depends upon 6 but is independent 
of n. Using the notation of Lemma 6.3 we ;;ee that for n > 
sup u (6) < sup [T (8) + T*(e)] (6.1.6) 
0es  "  h  Ges "  "  
r r 
with probability greater than 1 - 6/4. 
—• p 
Now T(a)-*Oasn-+œ since 
nr r' 
k " • 
ai id 
n . 
J 
Z [h h(j,i)(Gr' \ -,V> n(j,i) \^ o' 0(n-^ ) 
since from Section B of Chapter II we have that 
for (j,u) / (j',u') . 
We cam write 
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1 n. 
sup T (6) = T/-  ^ " --'• 
6  es  
r 
"  .  ( 6 - 1  
where we have that there exists em such that for all n > 
Prob [|T^ (a^ )| > 4/(40[C+l])] < 5/4 . 
The squared norm of the second term on the right-hand side of 
equation (6.1.7) is for all 0 in S 
n . 
A 1 k ry ,2 k "j 
< max [fn.^ ,](- S E ) (- S _E_ 
J 3=x x=i ' ' 3=1 1=1 — ' 
- hn(j,i)(Gr)l^ ) 
< (3/-)^ (^^Z^Z^)(^ [g(x^;8) - g(x^;a^)]^) 
< (3/-)^  [4Y2(0)/6][6/Y2,(0)](cLi / [240(0+1)])% 
= (4 / [40(C+1)])2 
with probability greater than 1 - îgô for all n > > N^ . This 
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is because 
(i) Pr [i z zj> 4Y.(0)/6] < (5/[4Y_(0)])E|^ Z | = ô/4 ; 
" t=l " t=l 
(ii) there exists an N' < such that for all n > N' 
Pr [m^  { } < 3/-] > 1 - 6/4; 
and 
(iii) from equation (6.1.5) there exists an N" < such that for 
all n > N" 
Therefore, from equations (6.1.6) and (6.1.7) 
sup u (8) < "^ ^^ ^^ (2)1 2 + Z ) 
8es 1 \40(C+1) 40(C+1) I 
. 1 
 ^2 
with probability greater than 1-Ô for all n > max { N^ , N^ , N^ j. 
Both equations (6.1.3) and (6.1.4) in Lemma 6.4 have now been shown 
to hold. // 
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We define 
h'n(j.i) («) = âl; hn(j,i)(e) 
e=a 
and recall that the sequence of estimators [6j^ ]is such that 
«.(»n) = On(9) • 
0G0 
where 
0.(8) 
k " • 
" j=l i=i 
Then for any n such that 0^  is an interior point of 0 we have that 
0 = be; Qn(8) 
9=0 
-1 " :-i 
n. 
J 
where r=l, ... , p. Using a form of the Mean Value Theorem to ex­
pand about 0^  we can write equation (6.1.8) as 
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k  ^• * 
° -Hi)'».) 
* t"m(j,i)-hn(j,i)<*o)]hn(j|i)(8o) 
• ''n(j'.i)(°n>{"n(j,i)-''n(j,i)<»n")]' 
(6.1.9) 
where is an element of 0 such that llct^ -S^ lj^  II ®n~^ oll 
lla.^-9 11 < II 8 -9 II, and 9 and 9 are the elements respectively 
'I n n" 'I n o" ' ns os r j-
of the p-dimensional vectors 6^  and 9^ . In writing equations 
(6.1.8) and (6.1.9) we are assuming that g" '(x;y) and g'"^ '^ '(x;H ) 
exist for all r, s=l, ... , p and for all (x,8) in Xx0. Equation 
(6.1.9) can be written in matrix form as 
[A, jaj][v^ (9-9^)] = [H,_\(8_)]* v-^ 
 ^s/^  (^n) "(n) ' 
where V, . and v, . have been previously defined, (n) (n) 
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k " • 
hn(j,i)(8)hn(j|i)(8) 
n^(j ) ) ^> s=l, ... , p, 
and 
["(n)(«)^(t,r) ='>n(i)<®' = t s''* ("j ^6 ). 
t=l, ... , n and r=l, •.. , p. 
If we let {g, \(6)] be the n x p matrix such that for t=l, ... , n 
v"; 
and r=l, ... , p 
[G(n)(e)J(t^ r) = Gr-'(x^ ;8) , (6.1.10) 
then an alternative definition for [H^ ^^ (0)}is {g^ ^^ (6)}. 
If the spectral density function is continuous and completely 
bounded away from zero, then there exists a sequence of real numbers, 
say such that 
Z I I < CO 
h=- œ 
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and 
f"^ (v) = (2rT)'^  Z . 
 ^ h 
Define the n by n matrix } to be such that for j, t=l, ... , n 
[D(n)](j,t) = Aj_t ' (6.1.11) 
We use this definition in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.5: 
Consider the model 
- 9(x^)9Q) + , t-l, 2, ... , 
where assumptions 1 through 9 hold. Assume also that r] > % in 
1 "B 
assumption 2 and that n^ . = 0(n "), where îg < p < 1. Let {oc^ } 
be such that u - 8 4 o (1) and let !A. . (-)lbe as defined above, 
n o ' (n) 
Then as n -» «> 
[Â(n)bn)] - "''[G(„)(e„)]'CD ][G (6^)] = M , 
where [G^ ^^ (')] and are as defined in equations (6.1.10) and 
(6.1.11), and it is assumed that the limiting matrix M exists. 
Proof: Throughout this proof we take r and s to be integers 
from the set [l, ... , p]. We first define A^ ^^ (8) to be the same 
matrix as A, , (8) except that we replace f , .. with f , . (n)\ '  ^ n(j) n(j) 
Then for all 0 in ® 
5.[gZ 3 >reui +  ^ u)''o> 
 ^ u •- '• yU-
[ (  0 )  (s'z) q - ( %) 
uL\(T'P)u 
(s'l) M] 3 
I=t(P)U^ I=P .. 
T-- 2 -
i<^'f'>(°e)'|:f>> 
I=T 
3 
u 
(P)U 
T--
T=T 
2 
c 
• u 
(P)", 
T--
I=P 
2 
% 
ixau lapxsuoo 
" (t)'^ 0(I)"^ O = 
• u  ^
• u  ^
(='^)[(e)("'v] - <='^>[(e)'"'v]| 
OS I 
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-11/o 
= Op(n 1 + 0(l)0p(l)Op(l) = Op(l) , 
where we have used that 
is o (l)o To show this let 
P 
4(n;8'8") = ^ 2 g(^'=)(x+;8") , 
" t=l  ^  ^
so that 
- 2^ (n;a^ ;e^ ) 
= [4(n;an,an)-G(^ '®) (aj^ 5aj^ )]-2[i(n;aj^ ,0^ )-G^ '^^  ^(a^ jS^ )] 
+ [4(n;6o,8o)-G(='S)(8g8o)]+[G(='S)(an,an) 
_ G(r'S)(8 ,8 )] - 2[G("'=)(an,8o)-G(r'S)(80,80)] . 
^ 0 0  
(6 .1 .10)  
By assumptions 7 and 8 each of the terms on the right-hand side of 
equation (6.1.10) is either o(l) or 0^ (1) since a^ 8^g=Op(l) and 
G(^  ' ^)(Q',6") is continuous in 6' and 0". We could similarly show 
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that both 
t=l 
and 
are o (1). It likewise follows that 
k 
 ^J?, = °p(:) 
We next see that for n sufficiently large 
k "• 
k " • 
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c " t=i " " t=i  ^ " 
- 9(:)(Xt;Go)]^ }^  + D; Z [9(=)(xt;8,)]2( % 
t=l 
= Op(l) . 
From Lemma 6.2 it also follows that 
i V -f"^  r h*(^ ) /A \h(s) 
n n^(j) n^(j,i)^ ®o^ n^(j,i)^ ®o) 
k " • 
k " • 2 - /j\S5!i)(0o)^*tU)<®o'i) 
= 0(1) , 
since 
J 9 J 9 
= o(l) . 
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From above we now have that 
n 
'-^ (n) (r,s) 
2 : 
" j=l i=l 
E f. 
-1 (s) 
(^ n(j,i))^ n(j,i)^ n(j,l)^ ®o^  
S I [A(»)(Gn)-A(n)(*n)](z,s)l + 
k 
z 
j=l 
n 
f-l 
k "j 
n . 
" ^ 'n n^U)i?i [hn[j|i)(an)hl(j,i)(Gn) 
= /O \h(s) /fl  ^1 I 
 ^ *^ \ V ^  ^ t A 4 \ V ^  / - I 
" "1; 
" 4(j.i)'®c> l  
= Op(l) + o(l) • 
Since f (v) is continuous (since (v)| < œ) and bounded away from 
V 
zero, there exists a sequence {A^ } such that 
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= (ai)-^  E (i z i^ o) |v|<n t=l I I 
+ g(s)(Xt;8Q)g(^ )(x^ + ^  + o(l) + Op(l) • 
P 
(6.1.11) 
Since the (r,s)^  ^element of the matrix 
n-|h| 
= (^ 4 Z Av (- z [9'''(Xt:8o)9'*'(Xt+|v|:8o) |v|<n t=l 
/v .0 \n(s) 
+ 9(^ )(Xt;8o)9(^ )(Xt+|v|:Go)]) ' 
then from equation (6.1.11) we have that as n -• co 
- l%.^ (nn)-"[G(n,(8.)]'[D(n)][G(n)(9o)] ' // 
Our next lemma gives the results of Lemma 6.5 as a spectral 
representation. To accomplish this we need an additional assumption: 
Assumption 10—[x^ jand g(°) are such that 
(i) S^ '^^ (^h;eQ) = lim [i Z g^ ^^  (x^ ;e^ )g^ )^ (x^ _^ | 50^ )] 
n-4 00 t=l ' ' 
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exists for all h amd for r, s=l, ... , p, and 
(ii) there exists a symmetric p by p matrix P(*) with (r,s)^  ^
r X s ^ 
element p^  ' (•) such that 
-TT 
We also need to define 
TT 
WtG^) = J ^ 2 ' 
-TT 
LEMMA 6.6; 
Consider the model 
= g(^ t'®o^  + ^ t' t=l, 2, ... , 
where assumptions 1 through 10 hold. Assume also that Tj > % and 
nl^  = 0(n~^ )j k < ^  < 1. If {a^ } is such that = 6^  + 0^ (1), 
then 
"* ^ (®o) as n 00. 
Proof: We start from equation (6,1.11) in the proof of 
Lemma 6.5. For r, 5=1, ... , p 
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5 (2n)'^  s (m;e^ ) + 5(^ 'S)(m;8g)] as n-> oo . 
m=-co 
By assumption this is equal to for r, s=l, ... , p 
(2n)-l Z Am [ ? etmvdp(r,s)(v)] 
ro—— oo —iT 
= J[(2it)-^  Z dp(''S)(v) 
-TT M=- 03 
=  7  f Z ^  ( v )  d P ^ ^ ' ^ U v )  
-TT 
where we were able to interchange summation and integration by 
1 ùx I 
Lebesque's Dominated Convergence Theorem since je |< 1 for all 
X and SIAJ  ^| is bounded. // 
h 
A 
In Section B of Chapter V we showed that Prob {0^  is an interior 
point of 0} -> 1 as n -> », where {0^ } is a sequence of simple least 
squares estimators. This is equation (5.2.5) and was derived in the 
proof of Theorem 5. We can likewise make the argument here that for 
] 30 
any 6 > 0 there exists an such that 
Hroh'tS . not. an interior point of 0} < ^ 2^ (6.1.12) 
for all n> , where {Qj I^  is the sequence of two-step estimators, 
The 0^  of equation (6.1.9) is such that = 8^  + 0^ (1), since 
K-8ollSll8n-«.ll and 
is weakly consistent. Combining equations (6.1.9) and (6.1.12) with 
Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6 guarantees that for any e > 0 there exists an 
N c > N. such that 
e,o  — 5  
|([w(e„)][n^ (ê„-e„)])(^, -
I * 
* V)"{n)'(r)i < ® 
with probability greater than 1-6 for all n> N Therefore, we 
0 J 0 
can write 
 ^C"(n)(9o>]'^ (i)V)> + °p(l) • 
We now give a lemma that deals with the right-hand side of equa­
tion (6.1.13). 
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LEMMA 6.7 
Consider the model 
= g(x^ ;e^ ) + Z^ , t=l, 2, ... , 
where assumptions 1 through 9 hold. Assume also that r] > \ and 
= O(n^ ), 0< P < 1. 
Then 
Proof; We can see that for j=l, ... , k 
n . 
J 
n(j)"^ n(j) - i%i([^ n(j,i)(8o)-hn(j,i)(8n)]Vn(j,i) 
" [hn(j,i)(8o)-hn(j,i)(Gn)]Vn(j,i 
2 
" |hn(j,i)(8o)-hn(j,i)(8n)l  ^
P " " 
where we have used Corollary 5.1.6 of Fuller (1971a), and 0^  ^and 
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9^  ^denote the elements respectively of the p-dimensional vectors 
0 and 0 . We define 
n o 
n. 
1 
'n(j) " Hj n^(j,i)(Go)^ n(j,i) 
for r=l, ... , p aind j=l, ... , k. Then for r=l, ... , p 
k • 
= n-'^  S [ 2 (9o3-5„3)(aT)-\x(^ ] 
1=1 S=1 ^ ' 
< max [f:},\f:),\] I |n"'^ (9_-e„j|(n-^ ) E(n,) 
H^jy n^j/ -f no J 
J o-J- J-x 
= OP(l)OP(l)Op(l) + Op(l) . 
This holds since for r, s=l, ... , p and any e > 0 
Prob[i |X(=).)X(-))|>C] 
< (n.)-l (n.) tE|x(|)j |2]% [E|x<^)j| 
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n. 
< (ry) [ (n'^  + '"ilU)'®o> 
n . 
. [(n-^  . „-^  n-^  
r  J. r  r  I  IÛ t  T  l h (s) | 2  
) '  
< B (max [ nl^]+n"^) (^ Z [ (x ; 0 )] ^+ i E [g^®)(x:0 
J- j J " t=l t=l 
= 0(n ^ ) + 0(n ^ ) , 
where B^  is an appropriate finite constant and p, n > 0. Also 
{n~^ (9 -6 )} is o (1) from Theorem 5. 
^ n o' P 
We see that for r=l, ... , p 
" ' n^(j!i) "nfj.i) 
k " • 
< max [fn(j)fn(j) " ' '^ n^(j)-^ n(j)\^  ^\(j!i)(®o) 
X V , .  . .  
= 0p(l)Op(l) . 
This is because for any £ > 0 
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Pr [n 2 n^( j!i) j,i) I ^ ^ 
k " • 
< B[ .E ,J)] »:S5'.i)(eo)v„(j.i)P 
< e-'n-h (Var[?^ ,.^ ])^ (E|„.X<^ )^ |2)'' 
< Vart?^ [B,])' 
= 0(1) = o(l) , 
since (P + v ) > 1, where v = min[p,2^ } and is an appropriate 
constant. 
Consider next for r=l; ,.o , p 
n . 
k " • 
n 
X z e^ (t-l)Wn(j,v) 2+] 
t=l  ^
J Yz(h) B('){hi6^ ) 
|h|<n 
H 3-
H-0) 
XI H-3 ^ W 
H D* 
m lA II O o II pj 
3 CD 0 0 » 
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M m M H 
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II M ^ II 3" M I-» H l^ o 3 -< J3 3 1 1 N CD 
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II M 3 
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II M 3 H, 
3" M H' LJ. N 1 l_l. II 
M II M ?r 
< M > 
II M 3 £ A M ^ 3 < N 
11 M 3 8 3" u. M LJ. ? 3 * '—•' 
< m P 
UJ. H C-J- 3 1 1 
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e rf 
to I t-» 
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O. M 
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CD 
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by Lemma 6.4. We can write for r=l, ... , p 
' (}j!i) («.)%(j.i) 
* ^n(j,i)l' (6.1.14) 
We have shown above that each term on the right-hand side of 
equation (6.1.14) is 0^ (1). Therefore, we can say that 
We next give a theorem showing the order in probability of the 
sequence where 0^  is the two=stage estimator, i.e., that 
value of 6 in 0 that minimizes the function 
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I " • 
-1 i '.-1 J 
Most of the work needed to prove this theorem has been done in 
Lemmas 6.5, 6.6, aind 6.7 and in the development of equation (6.1.13) 
We will also need the following additional assumption: 
Assumption ll--the p by p matrix 
^ -1, 
WOo) = S Ç (v)dP(v) 
=TT 
is nonsingular. 
THEOREM 9: 
Consider the model 
= 9(x^ ;8Q) + Z^ , t=l, 2, ... , 
where assumptions 1 through 11 hold. Assume also that T] > I4 in 
— 1 —B 
assumption 2 and that nl = 0(n ) for some ^  in (^ 1^). Then 
the sequence of two-step estimators is such that 
«n - «o = °p'" ) • 
Proof; Since W(0^ ) is nonsingular we can use equation 
(6.1.13) to write 
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Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7 enable us to write 
-[H(n)(e„)]'v-;) •. Op(l) . (6.1.15) 
The variance of the r^  ^element of the p-dimensional vector 
J#: V( i )V ) '  
xs 
Var [n-lj^  <!t) Z.] 
< Z |Y  (h ) |  (n - l  Z  [9 (= ) (Xt ;8o) ]^ )  (c ) -2  
|h|<n  ^ t=l  ^ ° 
= 0(1) . 
Then by Chebyshev's inequality we have that 
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is Op(l). Since {w(6^ )} ^  is 0(1) the right-hand side of equation 
(6.1.20) is 0^ (1) and so, therefore, is the left-hand side. // 
In this section we have been assuming that is a weakly 
stationary time series. We have also needed to make several assump­
tions about the moments and spectral density of [z^ }. A number of 
regularity conditions have also been placed on the function g(') and 
the sequence One of our main interests in the examination 
of the two-step estimator is to obtain its asymptotic distribution. 
With an additional assumption we can show that 0^  when properly 
normalized has an asymptotic normal distribution. In Theorem 10 we 
use: 
Assumption 12—[z^ ] is a generalized linear process such that 
'-t = z ' 
J = -CO 
where 
kjl = A^ < » 
3=-co 
and the [e^ j are independent random variables with E(e^ ) s 0 
2 2 
and E(e^ ) = a < <» and distribution functions such that 
lim sup J w^ dF^ (w) = 0 
b-» 00 t I wf>b 
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THEOREM 10: 
Consider the model 
t=i, 2, ... , 
where assumptions 4 through 12 hold. Assu:ne also that assumption 
2 holds for 'q > ^ and that nl^ = 0(n~^ ), h < ^ < 1. Then as n -> co 
(V®o^  " [W(e^ )]"^  . 
Proof; From equation (6.1.15) in the proof of Theorem 9 we 
see that the asymptotic distribution of \/n~ (9-0^ ) is the same as 
that of the p-dimensional vector 
= (2nT [H(„)(6,)]' V-^ j Z(n) • (6-1-16) 
Recallina that 
where = 2rr(t-l)/n and t, j=l, ... , n, we consider the 
random variable 
-i' ^ 1 ^ .v. 1- ^ 
n Z hi )% (G^ Jf: + Z q, +Z,] = n-^  Z b, , 
n(t) o' Z n(t) ij,t jJ - j,r j 
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where 
We examine the b. 's in relation to the restrictions of Corollary 
3.1 in Chapter IV. 
We first note that 
>t.r = .2, [ 2, .[(2tT)-^ s A,, 
j=l u=l V=-œ 
= (2it)"^  S 2 A^ g^ ^^ (x^ ;0Q)[n"^  E 2t(u-t+v)Xn(t)] 
U=1 V=-œ j=l 
M2it)-'z I 9''>(V9oWvn«-u • 
U=1 V=-co 
where [à^ ] is such that 
f;l(v) = (2n)-l z Ah 
h—— CO 
and IAuJ  < It follows that for r, s=l, ... , p 
and h=0, 1, ... , n-1 
 ^n-h 
n t^,r ^ t+h,s 
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_ CO CO n n n—h 
n .. i, Avn+t.uAqn+t+h.j 
V=-oo q=_ CO U=1 j=l t=l 
2 -I t-1 t-1 , . / \ 
(2it)- n-1 Z Z E )(Xt_u;8o)9 
t=l u=t-n j=t-n 
X E S ^vn+u^ qn+j+h 
V q ^ 
= (2rr)"^ E Z [n"^ E ;e )g(®)(x ;e )] |m|<n u t=l  ^° t+|m| o 
X Z 2 ^vn+u^qn+h+u-m ' 
V q 
where u is summed over a subset of {O, ±1, ... , ±(n-l)}, 
Therefore, as n -> œ 
^ ^ \ r^t+h s " Z Z [s(r' = )(m;6o)] A A 
t=i ' ' m u u h+u-m 
= B(h,r,s) . 
It follows that 0 < B (o;r,r) < since 
B(o;r,r) = (2IT) -2  z z 
m u 
TT 
[(y J 
-n 
(r,r) ( V ) ] A  A  
u u-m 
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= (W J (2-1 )-^ ï [(2n)-^ E A„.„ o'C-)"] dp('"^)(v) 
-TT u m 
= (%) I (V) dp(r'r)(v) , 
-TT 
where 
(i) J f-^(v)dP<'''''>(v) < J c-2 dp(f'r)(eg) < c-^[2gM(9^)] < » 
—TT —TT 
and 
(ii) J f;2(v)dp(r'r)(v) > C-2 > O 
-rr 
since A(9^ ) is ncnsingular. We were able to interchange integra­
tion and summation above due to Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence 
Theorem. 
To show that 
2  ^n . 2 
lim [b /( E b )] = 0 
n^m t=l 
we need only show that lim [n b } = 0 since B(o;r,r) > 0. 
n -» 00 ' 
We see that 
"'^ ,1 = t z s 9(^)(=u:8o) Avn+n-u^  ^
' u=l V=-oo 
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< (2rr)-2 (n-l Z [g(=)(Xt;@o)]2)(n-l S [E 
t=l U=1 V 
-* 0 as n -* m. 
By Corollary 3.1 we have that as n-» œ 
n 
Z 
t=l 
Np(0,Z) 
where 
t^ = (^ t,l' ••• ' bt,p) 
and 
CO 
( Z ) =  E  B ( h ; r , s )  \ = h=-=  ^
= (2rr)"^  ZEE (35)[s^ " 
h,m,u=- 00 
* Yz(h) 
= (.h) (2IT)-^  Z s s [ J Yz(h) 
h m u -TT 
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TT 
IT J p Yz(h) [(2ir)-^  S AH+u.m 
-TT h u m 
X e (2tl)-^  dp(''S|(v) 
It J [(2rt)"^ E Yz(h) e '^"'K(2lT)"^ s e''™] 
-TT h u 
X f~^ (-v) dp(^ '^ )(v) 
= TT J f;\v) dp(r'S)(v) 
-rr 
Therefore, both the random vector of equation (6.1.16) and 
\/n (®j^ ""0q) have as a limiting distribution the p-dimension 
multivariate normal with means zero and variance-covaziance matrix 
[W(0^ )]"^  [4TTW(e^ )][W(e^ )]'°^  = 4n{W(0^ )}"\ // 
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B, A Two-Step Estimation 
A 
Procedure that Uses f(n;v) 
If we knew the true covariance structure of the [z^ ] process 
we could use generalized least squares and define our estimator 
for 9^  to be that value of 6 in 0 that minimizes 
where {P, •>}/. Since {y (h)] is not known we develop 
alternative procedures that utilize an estimator of the covariance 
structure. One such procedure was discussed in Section A of this 
chapter, while we develop another two-step estimator in this section. 
The technique of transforming the matrix so that it is 
diagonalized in the limit has been discussed, for example, by 
Hannan (1965) and Amemiya and Fuller (1967). If was known we 
could find an oj. Lhuyunal matrix, say such that ^^ (n)^  
{u, ,} = I, ,J where I, , is the n by n identity matrix. Even for (n) (n) (n) 
r, unknown » if [y (h)] is absolutely summable, there exists a (n) L 
transformation that nearly diagonalizes P^ ^^ . Consider again the 
"til 
n by n complex orthogonal matrix T^ ^^  with (t,j) element 
i.2rT(t-l) ( j-l)/n 
Then {T^^  ^} is asymptotically equal to 2TT{v^ ^^ } ^ , 
where {v, .] is a diagonal matrix with elements f (2n(t-l)/n) and 
^n) I, 
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T^(n)^  again represents the complex conjugate of 
We can write the sum of squares in expression (6.2.1) as 
=  ;  [ " ( n ) - h ( n ) ( « ) ] " [ ( 8 ) ]  +  ° ( 1 )  
(6.2.2) 
where and h^ (9) = {T^ ^^ }*g^ j^(8) are as in Sec­
tion A. We see that equation (6.2.2) contains the unknown spectral 
density function. One way to overcome this deficiency is to use a 
OV-/110 j_o ucii u *=o uoaua u\jj. xvjjl cuiu wc iicivt: iOUi'iCi SUCii cU'i tià CxincL luI j 
A 
f('), in Section C of Chapter V. Let n = 2N and consider the follow­
ing approximation to the right-hand side of equation (6.2.2): 
(2iTn)"^  2 f"^  (n;2rr[t-l]/n) %n(t)°^ nft)(G) 
x=x 
= (2rTn)"^ E f"^  (n;2rT[u-l]/n) ^  EE gZ^ 2ïï(u-l) (t-j )/n 
u=l " t,j=l 
X [y^ -g(x^ ;9)][yj-g(x^ .;9)] 
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- E f'^(n;TTk/N)[i È '{y 
N 
= (4TrN) Z -
k=l-N |h|<2N j=l J 
- 9(Xj;@)]iyj+|h|-9(Xj+|h|.8)]] . (6,2.3) 
A similar expression could be obtained for odd n. 
We do not use equation (6.2.3) as such to obtain our estimator. 
The expression that we minimize in this section is a "filtered" form 
of equation (6.2.3). We define 6^  to be that value of 9 in 0 that 
minimizes 
-1 !" _ .h. ...-1 0^(0) = (4IIK^)" S y w(—) [K- z [ 
j=l-K |h|<K n " t=l 
n n 
- 9(Xt:8))(yt+lh|-9(*t+|h|:8))] f-\n;nj/Kj, 
where w(*) is tne bounded even function used in f(*) and is a 
sequence of integers such that = 0(nP ) for some ^  in (0,^ i). 
The development of [8^ ]^ was inspired by Ilannan (1963). He 
considered the linear model 
y(n) = X(n)P + Z(n) ' 
where is an n by p matrix of constants, P is a p by 1 vector 
of unknown parameters, and y, . and Z, . are the n by 1 random (n) (n) 
vectors that we have previously considered. Hannan's estimator for 
; is 
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K 
n A 
n j=l-K 
n 
Câr . ? î;e ("JAn) ' 
n j=l-K 
n 
where is a suitable estimator for the spectral density f^ f"), 
 ^ "th 
F^ (w) is a p by 1 vector with j element 
(3T)"'" Ç w(h/K )8' ' '""c (h) 
where for • 
V.''''  n Z yt*t+h,j ' 
with this sum being taken over all terms for which the products 
 ^ 4 "til 
are defined; also is a p by p matrix with (r,j) element 
(2n)"^  S w(h/K ) e"""c (h) , 
|h|<\ I i 
where these c(*) functions are analogous to those above. 
THEOREM 11; 
Consider the model 
= g(x^ j0^ ) + , t=ij 2, ... , 
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where assumptions 4 through 12 of the previous section hold. Let 
(x) be a continuous even function for x in [-1,1] and such that 
(0) = 1 and |w(x)| < M < m for all x in [-1,1]. Assume also that 
w 
w 
w(-) and are such that there exists a q > îg for which 
Z |h|^ lYz(h)| < 
h=-co 
and 
where w is finite. If 0 is that value of 0 in 0 that minimizes q n 
Q^ (0) and = 0(if ) for Pe(0,^ ), then 
\/n~ N^ (0,4TT[ W(0^ )] as n -» ». 
Proof; We first need to establish that 6^  is weakly con­
sistent for 0^ . This can be done in a manner similar to Lemma 
~ p 
6.4 and Theorem 8. We cbji derive the condition that 6 -.0 
n o 
as n œ if for any closed set W in @ not containing 8^  
(i) Pr [inf B (0) > l] 1 as n m , 
eew 
and 
(ii) Pr [sup u ( 0 ) / B  ( 0 )  >  1 ]  - »  0  as n Œ , 
0 e w  "  "  
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where 
K 
B^ (0) = (4TTK^ )"\ Z E w(^ ) e^ njh/kn 
j=l-K^  |h|<K^  % 
-^1 Tr-i 1 *-|h| 
X f" (n;p) - 2 [g(x 50) - g(x 30 )] 
n " t=l  ^  ^° 
 ^[9(Xt+|h|:8) - 9(*t+|h|;8o)] ' 
and 
%(8) = (4nK^ )"^  Z , ,2 w(^ ) e^ njh/K" 
j=l-K^  |h|<K^  n 
/& -1 • -, n-1 h| 
X f" (n; j^) - Z [{g(x+;6)-g(x.;6 )] z 
n " t=l  ^  ^° 
+ {g(Xt+!h|:8) - 9(Xt+|h| • 
similar conditions were proved in Theorem 8. 
For 6^  an interior point of ® we have for r=l- ,, 
& 
08_ 
0 = 0% (0) 
' u -
K 
= (4nK^ )"^  Z . Z w(^ ) e&njh/kn 
j=l-K^  |h|<K^  n 
X f"^ (n; 1^ ) c(^ )(n;h;8^ ) , 
n 
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where 
I \ 1 H-lhl I  s 
C\^J(n;h;8) = - - Z ^ (x_ .. i ;e)[y^.-g(x ;e)] n - - ':t+|h|'9'Lyt-9l=t' 
t=l 
_ n"|h| . 
n 9(*t:9)[yt+|b|-9(*t+|h|:G)] 
By a form of the Mean Value Theorem we can expand about the vector 
9^  and get for r=l, , p 
0= Z H w(^ ) e^ jh/Kn ^ -l (n;^)[c(^) (n;h;e ) 
" j=l-K h <K \ n^ ° 
n ' ' n 
+ Z (8ns-8os)c(^ '^ )(n;h;8n)] ' (6.2.4) 
s=l 
where 
c(^ 'S)(n;h;9) = ^  (n;h;9) 
s 
and 0^  is such that He^ -Sj^ ll < l|8^ -8j| and ||e^ -6j| <119^ -0^ 11. 
Then for r, s=l, ... , p and h=0, 1, ... , n-1 
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- 9(=)(Xt;8n)9(=)(Xt+h:8l) - 9(^ )(Xt+h:*n)9(^ (^=t+h:8 
t=l 
X g(s)(x^ ;8Q)] + Op(l) . (6.2.5) 
The remainder terms in equation (6.2.5) that are 0^ (1) are all 
similar to terms we have previously examined, where we use that 
9  ^8 since 0 is weakly consistent and ||0 -0 11 < 110 -0 || . From 
no n " n o 'I 11 n o " 
equation (6.2.4) we have that for those n such that 0^  is am 
interior point of 0 and for r=l, ... , p 
Z rs -6 IFK-l - .-(A) etnjh/Kn 
s=l " j=l-K lhl<K '^ n 
n i l  n  
X f'^  (n; ^ ) c(^ 'S)(n;h;6^ )] 
n 
K 
..-1 _ / h . tnih/Kr, 1-1 . m\ 
= 2. ; e - • " I n^; —; 
" j=l-K IhkK n^ n 
n i l  n  
X c(^)(n;h;0^) . (6.2.6) 
th 
Let W be a p-dimensional random vector with r element 
n 
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(nV/) e" y w(^ ) 
j = l-K h <K n 
n ' ' n 
n ; c(^ ) (n;h;9 ) , X r , .1 , ^ 
n 
and define for h=0, 1, ... , n-1 and r, s=l, .., p 
:Ss)(""^ l = ïï 4 
1 ""1^ 1r_(r),, .0 <„{S) 
(Xt+h:Go) 
and 
••J,..., • 
n n 
f"\"i °p(l) • 
Then in matrix form equation (6.2.6) is 
[A,J[n'2 (9..-0.)] = W._ . 16.2.7) 
11 11  U 11 
We define A to be the p x p matrix such that 
n 
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for r, s=l, , p. We can then write 
K 
n A 
X Z I s «(pT^ T|f)(n;h)|2] 
n j=l-K h <K n 
n I ' n 
+ Op(l) . 
For r, s=l, ... , p we see that 
eWK„ 
= 2 E s w(-~)w(|2-)Tj^ hn;h) T {^ hn;ia) 
|h|<K |ml<K n^ % 
X [(2K )-l z" efni(h-m)/Kn] 
j=l-K^  
= 2 S w^ (^ ) [T!s{(n;h)]2 
n 
< [2MT|gj(n;h)]^ (K^ ) . 
From Theorem 7 in Chapter V we have that 
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f I" Ù-\n; |i) -
"n j=l-K n  ^% 
n 
K 
n j=l-K %  ^ \ ^ \ 
n 
= Op(n"^ )^Op(l) ' 
where 2v = min [ 2^ q, l-g ], since f^ (^v) < c"^  for ail v in [-tt,Tt] 
sind since we can show that as n -• œ 
Pr{f(n;v) < (c+1) ^  for all v in [-TT,Tt]}-»1 • 
Therefore, the right-hand side of equation (6.2.8) is 
+ Op(n^ "^ ) + Op(l) = Op(l) , 
since q > % and 0 < p < ^ . 
Since f^ fv) is continuous and bounded away from zero for v in 
[-TT,n], there exists a sequence {Aj}such that 
Z lA.I < 
j=- 00 "* 
and 
fZ^ fv) = (2rT)"^  Z , =TT < V < TT 
j = - 00 
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We can write for r, s=l, ... , p 
' ' n 
x[(2K)-' Z" /TTj(m+h)Anj 
j=l-Kn 
= Tl"^  Ê ..I w(^ L) [s( = 'S)(h;e^ ) + S<s.r)(h;e^ )] 
:=-oojh|<K n m; 
* AzmK -h » 
n 
E , Z "(^  J .""dpC:")(v, + o(l) 
I. 1^ ., K 2iïiK -h 
m=-œ|h]<K^  n n -rr 
E A. j (v) , as n -» oD, 
h -rr 
since w(0) = 1, w(v) is continuous, and S | | < ""• By Lebesgue's 
h 
Dominated Convergence Theorem we can interchange summation and 
A 
integration, yu that as n tends to infinity [A^  
probability to 
2 J [(2n)"^  Z A^  e^ ^^ ] dP(v) = 2 J f^ (^v)dP(v) 
-TT h -rr 
= 2 W(6^ ) 
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Let W be defined the same as W except that we substitute 
n n 
th 
f (•) for f(*), and let W and W designate the r elements 
 ^ xi y 2r n y X 
A 
respectively of the vectors amd W^ . Then 
' ' n j=l-K n n 
K 
X 2 I Z w(^ ) gtnjh/Kn c(^ )(n;h;6 )|^ ], 
n^ j=l-K^  |hl<K^  \ 
r=l, ... , p. (6.2. 
As above we can write 
K 
n 
r 2 I , ,E «(f) 
n j=l-K h <K n 
•' n ' ' n 
= 2n E w^ (f)[c'^ '(n;h;6 )]^  , 
I 4<K„ \ 
and this is O (K ) since 
p^  n' 
E[C^ ")(n;h;6^ )]^  < (n-)( 2 ! ) (4) (~ Z [g'-^ x^ ;9^ )J 
[h[<n t=l' 
It follows then that the right-hand side of equation (6.2.9) is 
Op(l). 
We can write for r=l, , p ; 
X  
=î 
f 
vD 
X 
m 
S" 
§ 
I 
tor 
o 
rf 
II 5 
^  M  
N 
X 
VQ 
rf 
X  
U3 
rf 
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r+ 
+ 
CD 
r+ 
I 
CD 
A  M  
% 
M 
a 
r+ 
<_]. 
II M  M  X  
I 3 
N i. 
A M  
CD CD 
M  
ro 
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? 
o\ 
to 
VQ 
+ 
tf 
+ 
ID 
II 
3 
jf 
" m m  ?  
S 
N  
3^  M 
LJ. 
3 
"iî M-^  
M 3" 
lO 
H 
N H* 
+ 
3 
M 
II 
3 
/r 
M l-J. 
M  M  
I 3 
% 
A  M  ?=; 
00 CO 
H-
I 
3" 
A M  
% 
+ lO 
r'-
(_]. 
(D Ç-J. 
=3 
w. 
? 
I 
=% 
r+ 
+ 
N 
I 
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The second and third terms on the right-hand side of equation 
(6.2.10) are 0^ (1) since, for example, 
X f:\P) 
n 
K 
Var (n-% S Z |h |'«o» 
t=l 11 
 ^  ^ 2^mK -h^ ) 
in=-co n 
K K n n 0= CO 
n TT ES Yyft-j) Z ,2 Z z w(~) 
t=l j=l |h|<K^  |u|<K^  m=-œ v=-CO n 
X w( k )9^ ^ ^ ^t+|h|^juj '®o^^2mK -h^2vK -u 
n ' ' n n 
2K _ 2 
|h|i^  m 
2K 
t=l 
= 0(1) 0(1) 0(1) = o(l) , 
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since ^  In considering the first term on the right-hand 
side of equation (6.2.10) define 
n ' ' n 
= . .2 «(ir) 2 AzmK -h |h|<K n in=-CO n 
n 
for r=l, ... , p and t = 1+K^ , ... , n-K^ . Also for r, s=l, 
p let 
j(^ '®)(h) = S^ '^®^ (h;9^ ), if h> 0 
= (h;8^ ), otherwise^  
Then for h=G, 1, ... , aind r, s=l, ... , p 
n-K -h 
i T b b 
" t=l+K t+h'S 
n—K^ —h 
= ^  s n'^  s Ï «(j^ ) -se 
t=H.K^  b|<K^  |u|<K^  % % 
t^+h-u 
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^ ^  ^  ^2mK -j ^ 2vK -u 
m V n n 
n n n 
" 9(°'(%t+h+u:9o) + 9'')(*t+j:9o)9(^ '(%t+h.u:Go) 
- 9(r)(Xt_j;eo)9(:)(Xt+h+u:8o) + 9"*(Vj'8o) 
* ''*t+h-u''o'^  ^  ^  ^2mK -j ^ 2vK -u 
m V n n 
= Tt"^  E , ,Z (j-h-u) 
U|<>: kl<Kn "n 
+ (j-h+u)+J^ '^®^ (j+h+u)+J^ '^^ (^j+h-u) ] 
X à à + 0(1) 
-j -u 
= Tt"^ z r a a (j-h-u) + (j-h+u) 
j u -j -u 
+ (j+h+u) + j(^ '^ )(j+h-u)] + o(l) , 
and this is finite since it is bounded by 
TT-^(S lAjl)^ |49}s}(8o)l . 
j = - 00 
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Also, as n -* 00, 
2 n-Kn 2 
n 
L "(%-) E A2mK -hCs' '(VK-h=9o>]) |h|<K^  n m n n n 
n(ZZA_^ _^  [j(='^ )(j-u) + j( = '=)(j+u)] (2) + o(l)) 
j u 
S«'i, .2 (Z AzmK Z,(2) ([9'')(Xn.K +h:So)]" 
n 
+ /["( Z s A_j h_„ J 
|h|<K^  m "-n-" |h|« 
TT 
, J 
n J u - -TT 
+ dp('':)(«) 4. o(l) } 
o O 1  ^ />-\ O 
X- (Z I A.|)- (4) Z [GT '(Xt:e_)J ) 
j J " t=n+l-2K  ^° 
< 
(2) J f:^ (V) dp(='r)(v) + o(l) 
-TT 
(z |A |^)2 (T Z [9(^ )(x+;8n)]^ l 
j "* " t=n+l-2K 
n 
--2 [29}rj(8o)] + o(l) 
0 , 
since c ^  and 9|^ j(0Q) size both greater than zero, and 
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n 
goes to zero as n -» o» since = 0(rr ) for ^  < 1 and 
1 Z - 9(r)(Go) < 
t=l ^ ' 
We cam now use Corollary 3.1 to say that the first term on 
the right-hand side of equation (6.2.10) (and, therefore, also 
W^ ) has for a limiting distribution the multivariate normal dis­
tribution with a mean vector of zeros and a variance-covariance 
matrix whose (r,s)^  ^element is 
h=- CO 
Z Ygth) n"^  2 E j-h-u) + ( j-h+u) 
l=- co j U 
+ j(^ '^ )(j+h+u) + j(^ 'S)(j+h_u)] 
i,(h+j+u)v 
h j u -TT 
X dp(^ '*)(v) 
-TT h 
= 16 J f^^Cv) dp(^'^)(v) 
-TT 
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= 16 (W(9o))(r,s) • 
Consider again equation (6.2.7), which says that for those n 
such that 9^  is an interior point of 0 
Ce^-e^]) = . 
since 8^  is weakly consistent for 0^ , which is an interior point 
of 0j we can show that as n -• uo 
Prob { equation (6.2.7) holds ] -» 1 . 
 ^Z  ^ p 
We have shown that W^ -*Np(0, 16W(0^ )) and -+2W(9^ )^ as n-• œ 
Then since W(9^ ) is assumed to be nonsingular we can say that 
as n -» œ 
[Aj-^  S [2W(6^ )]-1 , 
from which it follows that 
[in-Bo] = [2W(e^ )]-^  + Op(l) . (6.2.11) 
Then the right-hand side of equation (6.2.11) has as aj! asymntntin 
distribution the multivariate normal distribution with zero mean and 
covariance matrix 4{w(9^ )} Then by equation (6.2.11) V^ ÎQ^ '^ o^  
does also. // 
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VII. A MONTE CARLO STUDY 
To further investigate the properties of the two-step estimator 
that was developed in Section A of Chapter VI we conducted a Monte 
Carlo study. Since solving nonlinear regressions can be rather time-
consuming and expensive we were limited in the type of model that 
could be studied. Therefore, this investigation involves one of the 
simplest nonlinear functions, the two parameter exponential. 
The model that we considered is 
t=l, 2, ... , 
*±82 
where g(x^ ;6) = 0^ e . Three different error structures were 
considered for [z^ ]. Our study consisted of four separate Monte 
Carlo experiments of 200 samples each. Each e::periment was based 
upon samples of size 60. 
The types of errors that we used are the three most basic 
types of time series. The first type considered is a fourth-order 
moving average process which we represent by 
= 1.5 et - + .85 et_2 + .33 et_3 + .5 . 
We used e^ 's that were normally and independently distributed with 
zero means amd variances equal to 0.25. We denote this process 
by MA(4). 
The second time series used is the first-order autoregressive 
process, 
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^ = P^t-l + ' 
where we used p = 0.735. This sequence had the same distribu­
tion as the above e^ *s. In making further comments we will denote 
this error structure by AR(1). 
The other type of error considered was simply 
t^ = , 
where the e^ 's are distributed the same as those independent random 
variables used in constructing the MA(4) and AR(1) processes. We 
will use IID to designate this error structure. 
We established a fixed set of 60 x's that had a minimum of 
0.998 and a maximum of 3.002. The same set of independent variables 
I 
was used for all samples. For all cases we used 6^  = (0.75, 1.15) 
and considered 0 to be such that -1.0 < 8. < 2.0 and -0.5 < 6_ < 2.5. 
One reason for using the two parameter exponential function is 
that it belongs to the class of partially linear models that was 
mentioned in Section A of Chapter II. Therefore, there exist pro­
cedures that reduce the amount of computations that are needed to 
solve our nonlinear regression models. Lawton and Sylvestre (1971) 
also considered the two parameter exponential function. As they 
point out the solution of this nonlinear regression problem for 
the ordinary least squares method need only involve one parameter. 
Given any value of 8^ , say P, it can be seen that in terms of 
minimizing the sum of squares 
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QnO) = z - 9(x^ ;e)]^  
t=l 
the best choice for 6^  is 
8l(#) = Z 2  ^ ) . 
" t=l  ^ " t=l 
The quantity that we minimize then is 
Qn(P) = ;; Jj > 
where g(x^ ;P) = 9^ (P) e^ "^t . 
The computational method that we used in this study is a 
modified version of the Gauss-Newton method. Let Qj^ (P) &nd g (x^ ;p) 
denote respectively the partial derivatives with respect to p of 
Q^ (P) and g(x^ ;P), eund define 
n 
D[p] = -oI(P)/é i • 
" " t=l 
Given that p(s) was the estiiiiate of p after iteration s, v.'e used 
P(s+1) = P(s) + (j/5) D[p(s)] , 
where j was that integer in {l, ... , 5]that minimized Q^ ('). 
A similar technique was used to obtain the two-stage estimators 
fi" ]. As defined in Section A of Chapter VI 8 is that value of 0 
n  ^ n 
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in 0 that minimizes 
We then have for the two-stage procedure functions equivalent 
A A 
to g(x^ ;P), Q^ (P),Dlp], andp(s) that are in terms of 
fh , . ->(•)}, and fw , . .>}. For our Monte Carlo study we used 
k=10. However, due to the nature of the transformation we 
in effect need only five different f's for k = 10. This results 
from the fact that, for 
J-1 
6^0(t)l ~ 1^ 60(62-t)l ' t=2, ... , 30 . (7.1.1) 
The relationship of equation (7.1.1) also holds if the v's are re­
placed by v's or by the [W , . . .-h . ..(8)]. 
 ^ n(3,i) n(],i) 
We present some of the results of our four expeiiinenuy in 
several tables. Experiments 1 and 2 used the MA(4) error struc­
ture, while AR(1) and IID were used respectively for the third and 
fourth experiments. Table 1 gives for each experiment the mean and 
variance of the 200 estimates for 0^ . These figures are given for 
the estimates obtained by both the ordinary least squares (O.L.S.) 
and the 2-stage procedures. Also given is a relative efficiency 
figure that is simply the variance of the O.L.S. estimates divided 
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Table 1. Sample means, variances, and relative efficiencies for 0^  
Experiment 
h 
O.L ,S. 2—St£ ge 
Efficiency Mean Var. Mean Var. 
1: MA(4) 0.761 .00893 0.759 .00685 1.30 
2: MA(4) 0.755 .00785 0.753 .00632 1.24 
3: AR(1) 0.752 .00528 0.751 .00394 1.34 
4: IID 0.750 .00079 0.749 .00086 0.92 
Table 2. Sample means, variances, and relative efficiencies for 8g 
Experiment 
O.L .S. 2-Stage 
Efficiency Mean Var. Mean Var. 
1: MA(4) 1.148 .00183 1.148 .00137 1.34 
2; MA(4) 1.150 .00157 1.150 .00117 1.34 
3: AR(1) 1.151 .00099 1.151 .00072 1.38 
4; IID 1.151 .00021 1.151 .00023 0.91 
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by the variance of the 2-stage estimates. Table 2 gives similar 
! 
figures for the estimates of Sg" We recall that 0^  = (0.75, 1.15). 
Additional information concerning the frequency distributions 
of the estimates computed in our Monte Carlo study is given in 
Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 gives for each of the four experiments 
the 5% and 95% points and the range of the 200 estimates obtained 
for 9^  using both the O.L.S. and two-stage techniques. Table 4 
gives similar figures for the estimates of Qg. 
From Tables 1 through 4 we see that our two-stage estimation 
procedure outperforms ordinary least squares for the MA(4) and 
AR(1) cases. For those error structures we seem to reduce the 
variance associated with the ordinary least squares estimators by 
approximately 25% by using the two-stage technique. This reduction 
in dispersion is also evident in the frequency distribution figures 
of Tables 3 and 4. For the IID error structure one would expect 
the OoL.S. technique to be slightly more efficient than the two-
stage method. The 10% increase in variance incurred when changing 
procedures is higher than one would anticipate, however. 
For each sample in experiments 2, 3, and 4 we also computed 
two types of t statistics» For the O.L.S, method we computed these 
statistics as we would if we were assuming uncorrelated errors» 
Therefore, we used 
:2 60 „ ; 
60 ^ 60 G(Xt;8n)G(Xt;8n) }' 
X—1 
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Table 3. Characteristics of the frequency distribution for 
estimates of 9^  
Experiment 
O.L.S. 2-Stage 
5% 95% Range 5% 95% Range 
1: MA(4) .594 .912 .477 .619 .893 .379 
2: MA(4) .604 .909 .477 .635 .893 .433 
3: AR(1) .642 .896 .415 .656 .863 .355 
4: IID .705 .797 .136 .700 .802 .139 
Table 4. Characteristics of the frequency distribution for 
estimates of 0^  
Experiment 
O.L.Ss 2-Stage 
5% 95% Range 5% 95% Range 
1: MA(4) 1.087 1.231 .216 1.092 1.215 .172 
2: MA(4) 1.087 1.223 .226 1.092 1.207 .185 
3: AR(1) 1.090 1.200 .182 1.103 1.193 .151 
4: IID 1.127 1=174 .070 1.124 1.177 .067 
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to estimate the variance-covariance matrix of 6^ , where 
A ^ A 
a = 0,^ (8n) 
and 
G(x^ ;8)' = (x^ ;9) (x^ ;e)3^  . 
In estimating the variances to use with the two-stage estimates we 
_ 
computed a matrix similar to the (0^ ) matrix in Sectior A of 
Chapter VI. We recall from Lemma 6,6 and Theorem 10 that we want to 
estimate 4TT{W(e^ )} and that 
A^ (6n) ^  W(e^ ) as n -> ». 
A chi-square goodness of fit test was applied to each set of 
200 t statistics. The only two sets that were not found to be 
distributed significantly different (at the .01 level) than the t-
distribution were the two sets of O.L.S. estimates for the IID case. 
Each goodness of fit test was based on fifteen cells with the range 
of that set of estimates determining the cell boundaries. 
As expected the t statistics computed for the O.L.S, estimates 
for MA(4) and AR(1) did not follow the t-distribution. For those 
experiments ignoring the correlation present in the Z^ 's caused us 
to definitely underestimate the variances. The shapes did seem 
reasonably similar to those of the normal distribution, though , so 
it would seem these goodness of fit criteria were large because of 
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the scale factor introduced by incorrectly estimating the variances. 
As an example we give in Figure 1 a histogram representation of the 
t statistics computed in experiment 2 for the O.L.S. estimates of 
6^ . The 5% and 95% points for these statistics are -2.75 and 2.42, 
which are considerably higher than the corresponding points for the 
normal distribution, ±1.65. Figure 2 gives a histogram representa­
tion of the t statistics from the two=stage estimates of 8^  in ex­
periment 2. We seem to also have underestimated the variances of 
these estimates, though not as much so, since the 5% and 95% points 
are -2.28 and 1.99. We also note that the distribution of these t 
statistics is somewhat flatter than the distribution of a normal 
random variable. This flatness was also evident in the distribu­
tions of the other t statistics that were computed using two-stage 
estimates. 
It would be interesting to investigate more extensively the 
models that we studied and also to conduct Monie Carlo experiments 
on different models. More complicated nonlinear functions as well 
as more complicated error structures should be examined. 
It would also be worthwhile to investigate numerically the 
two-step estimator of Section B of Chapter VI. Some work was done 
with that estimator during the preliminary runs for the Monte Carlo 
studies that we have been discussing. This preliminary work was 
conducted on a two parameter linear model. For those small trial 
experiments the two-stage estimator of Section A of Chapter VI 
seemed more accurate and cost less to compute than did the estimator 
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of t statistics for using the 
O.L.S, estimates in experiment 2 
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Figure 2. Frequency distribution of t statistics for 8^  using the 
2-stage estimates in experiment 2 
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of Section B. However, an estimator that we have not discussed 
did even better. We used a first-order autoregressive estimator, 
i.e., the estimator we would use if we assumed that + 
A X + Z aind Z = p Z  . + e for uncorrelated e 's. The actual 
X u X V X^JL X L 
error structure used in the preliminary investigation was a third-
order moving average process. One reason for the effectiveness of 
the autoregressive estimator is that the autocovariance structure 
of this particular moving average process was somewhat similar to 
that of a first-order autoregressive process. 
Another area that needs additional numerical investigation is 
the estimation of variances to use with the two-step estimators. 
As noted earlier, an examination of the t statistics that we com­
puted showed that we were consistently underestimating these 
variances (by approximately 40%). This deficiency could possibly 
be alleviated by making several adjustments to the estimation pro­
cedure. 
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